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4.
<e native-like accent
of International English
4.1. <ere is even a more native-like ‘International' kind of English pronunciation: ni. Of course, by deﬁnition, it presents some taxophones, as neutral American or British pronunciations do, as we will see soon.
Six further symbols are needed, thus, for this more authentic accent: (I, Ù, É, √, =,
U). Let us begin with the taxophone (=) of /È/ in contact with velar or velarized contoids ((k, g, ˙÷ w, <, q, §, ı), also (7), and (ƒ, ⁄, >), but not (>)). <is taxophone occurs
with a simple /È/ not preceded by a vowel forming a phonemic diphthong or triphthong. On the contrary, (=) does occur for /È/ after a prefix, as in rearrange /<iiÈ'<™¤nG/ ni:Y(<Ii='<™;Iü‚) ¥(>IiÈ'>-)), unless the sequence /iiÈ/ becomes the diphthong
/¤È/: ni:Y(<¤È'<™;Iü‚) ¥(>¤È'>-). However, (=) is not necessary in simpliﬁed International English.
Besides, for V+ /§/, their ‘normal' timbres are –conveniently– slightly modiﬁed
(° ˙ 4, part 2), even if the retraction for /¤§, ™§, x§, ¨§/ does not bring them out of
their boxes in the vocogram: (¤æ, ™æ, xæ, ¨æ); however, /å§/ does trespass on the box
of (√) (: (√˜) from (åı)). Here we indicate this International native-like pronunciation of English with ny:
luck /'låk/ ni:¥('låk) Y('l√k)
lull /'lå§/ ni('l√§:) Y('l◊ı:) ¥('l√ı:).
4.2. In addition, the diphthongs become more similar to actual (neutral) American ¸ British English. <us, /a™, ø™÷ aø/ have less peripheral second elements: (aÙ,
øÙ, aÖ), instead of their simpliﬁed versions, (a™, ø™, aø) (which, however, are not
at all too far-fetched).
Before /§/ (and before /°/ as well), the second elements of /™¤, a™, ø™/, instead of
remaining unchanged –as in the simpliﬁed version, (™¤, a™, ø™)– are slightly
changed. <e latter two become (aÉ, øÉ) (while ‘normal' /™¤/ becomes (™I), with
(™¤) + /§, °/):
way /'w™¤/ ni:Y:¥('w™;I)
wale /'w™¤§/ ni('w™¤°) Y:¥(w™¤®)
die /'da™/ ni:Y:¥('da;Ù)
dial /'da™§/ ni('daÉ°) Y:¥('daÉ®)
boy /'bø™/ ni:Y:¥('bø;Ù)
boil /'bø™§/ ni('bøÉ°) Y:¥('bøÉ®).
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4.3. But, most of all, the two high diphthongs –both front and back, /ii, uu/–
have their ‘native-like' normal taxophones (Ii, Uu), which are practically inverted
before /§, °/:
sea /'sii/ ni:Y:¥('sI;i)
seal /'sii§/ ni('si;I§, 'siI°) Y:¥('si;Iı, 'siI®)
two /'tuu/ ni:Y('thU;u) ¥('th¯;u)
tool /'tuu§/ ni('thu;U§, 'thuU°) Y:¥('thu;Uı, 'thuU®)˘
˙ 4. A comparison between plain (i) and ‘native-like' (ni) International English.
1. Simpliﬁed international V
/i+/ (i)÷ /ié/ (i)
/¤/ (¤ú§û)
/˘/ = /È/, /È/ (È, å|)
/™/ (™ú§û)
/å/ (åú§û)
/x/ (xú§û), /X/ (x)

/ué/ (u)
/¨/ (¨ú§û)
/È:<, ˘:</ (È:<), /È:≤/ (È:q)
/È</ (È<), /È≤/ (Èq)
/ø:, r:/ (ø:)
/Ø, ]/ (Ø)
/A:, [:/ (A:)

2. Native-like international V
/i+/ (i)÷ /ié/ (i)
/¤/ (¤, ¤§)
‡
/˘/ = /È/, /È/ (È, =*, å|)
/™/ (™, ™§)
‡
/å/ (å, √§)
/x/ (x, x§),
‡ /X/ (x)

/ué/ (u)
/¨/ (¨, ¨§)
‡
/È:<, ˘:</ (È:<, ≥:), /È:≤/ (È:q, Q:)
/È</ (È<), /È≤/ (Èq, Q)
/ø:, r:/ (ø:)
/Ø, ]/ (Ø)
/A:, [:/ (A:)

3. Simpliﬁed international VV

/™¤ú§û/ (™¤ú§û)

/ø¨ú§û/ (ø¨ú§û), /ø™ú§û/ (ø™ú§û)

/a™ú§û/ (a™ú§û)

/aøú§û/ (aøú§û)

f

/új/ˆûuuú§û/ (újûuuú§û)
f

/iiú§û/ (iiú§û)

4. Native-like international VV
/iiú§û/ (Ii, iI§)

/új/ˆûuuú§û/ (újûUu, újûuU§)

/™¤ú§û/ (™I, ™¤§)

/ø¨ú§û/ (ø¨ú§û), /ø™ú§û/ (øÙ, øÉ§)

/a™ú§û/ (aÙ, aÉ§)

/aøú§û/ (aÖú§û)

4. <e native-like accent of International English
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4.4. However, of course, as we have already said, the plain ‘International' pronunciation is not an artiﬁcial one, when compared with patently ‘foreign' kinds of
pronunciation, which are decidedly much less suitable; actually, pronunciations
such as the following are not ﬁtting at all:
way˚ wale˚ die˚ dial˚ boy˚ boil˚ sea˚ seal˚ too˚ tool *('wei/'wEi, 'weil/'wEil÷ 'Dai, 'Dail÷
'boi/'bOi, 'boil/'bOil÷ 'si, 'sil÷ 'Tu/'t¯, 'Tul/'t¯l) (among the many possible ones).
4.5. For /È:≤, È≤/, native-like International English can have either (È:q, Èq) or (Q:, Q):
fur /'fÈ:≤/ ni('fÈ:q, 'fQ:) Y('f≥:) ¥('f‘:)
letter /'l™ùÈ≤/ ni('l™4-Q, -t-, -=q) Y('l™ò-≥) ¥('l™t-å)
here /'h¤È≤/ ni('h¤;Q, 'h¤;=q) Y('hI;≥) ¥('h¤;å)
there /'∑™È≤/ ni('∑™;Q, '∑™;=q) Y('∑™;≥) ¥('∑™;‘)
cure /'kj¨È≤/ ni('khj¨;=q, 'khj¨;Q) Y('khjU;≥) ¥('khj¨;å).
4.6. „en /˘:<, È:≤, È≤/ are followed by a vowel, in the same or in a di‡erent rhythm
group, we have (È:<, È:q, =<) or (≥:, Q:, ≥), respectively:
furry /'fÈ:<i/ ni('fÈ;<i, 'f≥;i) Y('f≥;i) ¥('f‘;>i)
hurry /'h˘:<i/ ni('hÈ;<i, 'h≥;i) Y('h≥;i) ¥('hå>-i)
stir it /'stÈ:<¤t/ ni('stÈ;<¤t, 'st≥;¤t), Y('st≥;¤t) ¥('st‘;>¤t)
hearing /'h¤˘<¤˙/ ni:Y('h¤<-¤,) ¥('h¤È>¤,)
hear it /'h¤˘<¤t/ ni:Y('h¤<-¤t) ¥('h¤È>¤t)
deliver it /d˘'l¤vÈ<¤t/ ni(dÈ'l¤v-=<¤t, -≥¤t) Y(dÈ'l¤v-=<¤t, -≥¤t) ¥(d¤'l¤v-È>¤t, -ˇ¤t)
cure him /'kj¨˘<¤m/ ni:Y('khj¨<-¤m) ¥('khj¨È>¤m)
clever enough /'kl™vÈ< ˘'nåf/ni('khl™v-=< ='nåf, -≥ =-) Y(-≥ ='n√f) ¥(-È> ¤'nåf)
dear enough /'d¤È< ˘'nåf/ni('d¤;=< ='nåf, 'd¤;≥) Y('dI;≥ ='n√f) ¥('d¤;È> ¤'nåf)
here and there /'h¤È≤ Ènúdû'∑™È≤/ ni('h¤;=< =ï'∑™;=q, 'h¤;≥) Y('hI;≥ =ï'∑™;≥) ¥('h¤;È> Èï'∑™;‘)˘
4.7. Both the British ‘rp' and the American models have some problems of social acceptability: ‘rp', though still very widely used, both in the bbc news and in
some kinds of British sitcom and movies, has always had –for many people– a
strong connotation of artiﬁcial a‡ectation, which makes it quite disagreeable to
many native speakers.
As a matter of fact, rp is generally associated with a ‘high' social position (Õ
members of the aristocracy, of the higher clergy or military ranks, Tory mp's, prestigious-university professors, Æ), and a certain age group (over 60 years of age, let
us say, born before 1950). Clothing, too, should be su‚ciently formal, usually, to
be suitable for an rp accent. If these conditions are lacking –\ for common natives– the British neutral accent could prove to be deﬁnitely inappropriate, most
of all if it is a traditional one.
4.8. It must be said that, paradoxically, even an impersonation of an rp speaker (even only partially successful, especially if belonging to certain particular varieties) may give rise to negative feelings from British listeners belonging to the
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middle or working class. Indeed, these people might ﬁnd a few snobbish phonetic traits, easily recognizable as marked ones, especially if the speakers are young(er),
even if mixed with foreign features.
Against these (empirically checked) di‚culties, it might –perhaps– be better
to choose the American neutral accent. <is is certainly recommendable to learners in North America, but not in the British Isles, where most people would consider it inappropriate.
4.9. We reckon that this dilemma may be faced, in a practical and diplomatic
way, aiming at acquiring the ‘International' accent, which –although it might seem
to be ‘nobody's accent'– would have none of the possible negative connotations of
the two mediatic accents (that we will be dealing with below), or even of the two
national neutral ones, which some people seem to consider ‘nobody's accent', as
well, since –in both nations– only about 3% of native speakers actually use them.
Let us see Ã 53 for the sample transcriptions of the story <e North Wind and
the Sun, in the neutral accents, including both plain and native-like International
English.

26.
<e ‘whole truth'
on English r
26.1. <e English ‘/r/' phoneme is completely di‡erent from that of most languages, which have alveolar contoids: (r) (trill), (R) (tap), while other languages have
uvular contoids: (K) (trill), (º) (constrictive), (˜) (approximant), just to name a few.
<us, it is extremely important to use a di‡erent symbol for English r, even at
a phonemic level: /</. Furthermore, American and British English have two quite
di‡erent articulations, although –from an auditory point of view– the impression
is quite similar. However, there are some perceptible di‡erences: su‚ce to say that
the American type has a relatively higher intrinsic timbre than the British one.
Even International English r is alike, since it has both the approximant type,
(<), before vowels, and the semi-approximant, (q), as well, which is similar, though
weaker, and is used before consonants or pauses.
26.2. Once and for all, it is of paramount importance to establish the exact articulation of both kinds of approximant (and semi-approximant) contoids.
Unfortunately, except in very few cases, even among native English phoneticians, there exist odd and perhaps too traditional ideas about the precise nature
and articulation of /</, which are not based either on real analyses of sounds or accurate kinesthesia.
It is true that the American r is articulated in a backer position than the British
one, but its retraction refers to the dorsum not to the tip of the tongue!
26.3. It is proved that the American /</ is a prevelar approximant, (<), with a
very slight raising of the tip of the tongue towards the postalveolar region. But it
is (almost) uninﬂuential, and practically unavoidable, because it is caused by the
lateral contraction, which is typical of both American (“ International) and British /</, as we will see.
On the contrary, the British sound is decidedly postalveolar, (>), in the speciﬁc
meaning of an area after the alveolar one, approached by the tip of the tongue (not
˙ 26.1. <e taxophones of English /</: y•Y(<) ¥(>), and /≤/: y(q) Y(<) ¥(`).
≤
<

≤
q

≤
>
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by the lamina, as in the unsatisfactory IPA o‚cial point of view). It is actually an
apico-postalveolar articulation.
26.4. It will be very important to observe the orograms of these two approximants
very carefully (˙ 26.1). As we have already said, both of them are laterally contracted, just as real lateral contoids, but there is no contact with the roof of the mouth (as,
instead, with real laterals).
<e absence of such a lateral contraction would simply deprive these articulations of their typical timbre, which is so similar (in these phones), even though
their actual articulations are relatively very di‡erent.
In addition, both (<) and (>) show a certain amount of lip rounding (more evident in stressed syllables and, for (<), in prenuclear position), but less than for (w),
similar to that of (w). <us, by changing both (<) and (>) towards a duller timbre,
it contributes in making them less di‡erent auditorily, while remaining articulatorily rather di‡erent. By coarticulation, a preceding consonant is somewhat rounded, as well. However, it would be a sort of complication wanting to use di‡erent
symbols for unrounded, or less rounded, postnuclear (<) (and international (q)),
which could be something like ‘(<!, q! )'; but ‘(<!C , q!C )', if intense (or ‘syllabic').
26.5. Once the exact articulations are clear, it is easy to understand why, for /t<,
d</, the British pronunciation regularly undergoes assimilation, giving (˛úhû>, Ã>).
On the other hand, the fact that the auditory impression is so similar for these two
types of phones, may explain why, even in American pronunciation, (˛úhû>, Ã>) can
be used, besides the more usual ones, (túhû<, d<). In International pronunciation,
we have (cúhû<, G<), as in many accents, and possible even in the neutral ones:
try /'t<a™/ y('ch<a;™) Y('th<a;Ù) ¥('˛h>a;Ù)
dry /'d<a™/ y('G<a;™) Y('d<a;Ù) ¥('Ã>a;Ù).
Certainly, it is very strange that the majority of phoneticians (even native ones)
keep on using the symbol (>) to hint at the neutral American type, which is far from
being postaveolar. By the way, the term postalveolar corresponds to the o‚cial
‘retroﬂex' one, which picturesquely tries hard to pass itself o‡ as a real point of articulation, while, in fact, it is –at most– just a very peculiar articulatory modiﬁcation. But, as is well known, good kinesthetic, auditory (and even acoustic) skills are
not the same for all people…
26.6. In the previous chapters, we have seen several examples of /<, ≤/ y(<, q) Y(<)
¥(>, `), and several others will follow. Let us remember only that our diaphonemic
transcription rigorously distinguishes between /</, which is always pronounced in
all nneutral accents of English, and /≤/, which is pronounced only in American and
International English (with a slight di‡erence, though). As a matter of fact, in British English, /≤/ corresponds to ‘zero', as r is pronounced only before vowels:
rear /'<¤È≤/ y('<¤;Èq) Y('<I;≥) ¥('>¤;å)
rare /'<™È≤/ y('<™;Èq) Y('<™;≥) ¥('>™;‘)
roar /'<ø:≤/ y('<ø:q) Y('<ø:<) ¥('>ø:)˘
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26.7. In American pronunciation, /È≤/, preceded by vowels or consonants, is
realized as (≥). It is the same for /˘</ (and, by and large, for /È</), too, which occur
before vowels. In addition, both /È:≤/ and /È:<, ˘:</ are realized as (≥:) (although Y(È<,
È:<), for Y(≥, ≥:), are acceptable, as well, even if less frequent).
In International English, we ﬁnd (<) before vowels, but the weaker taxophone,
(q), before consonants or pauses; besides, /È:≤/ is (È:q), but /È:<, ˘:</, (È:<) (+ vowels):
murder /'mÈ:≤dÈ≤/ y('mÈ;qdÈq) Y('m≥;d≥) ¥('m‘;då)
murderer /'mÈ:≤dúÈ}<È≤/ y('mÈ;qdÈ<Èq) Y('m≥;d=<≥, -d≥≥) ¥('m‘;dÈ>å, -Ãˇå, -Ã>å)˘
26.8. In normal American speech, /éé≥/ (in a protune) generally changes into
Y(éé<) (for British English ° Ã 11):
tower /'taøÈ≤/ y('thaøÈq) Y('thaÖ≥) ¥('thaÖå)
the Tower of London /∑È'taøÈ< Èv'låndÈn/ y(∑È'thaøÈ< Èv'låndÈn) Y(∑È'thaÖ< Èv'l√ndÈn) ¥(∑È'thaÖÈ> Èv'låndÈn, -a;È>)
powers /'paøÈ≤z/ y('phaøÈqΩ) Y('phaÖ≥Ω) ¥('phaÖ‘Ω)
the powers of darkness /∑È'paøÈ≤z Èv'dA:≤knÈs/ y(∑È'phaøÈqz Èv'dA;qknÈs) Y(∑È'phaÖ≥z Èv'dA;<knÈs) ¥(∑È'phaÖ‘z Èv'dA;knÈs, -a;‘z)˘
26.9. However, /≤/ is pronounced, even in British English, when it occurs ﬁnal
in a rhythm group before a following rhythm-group initial vowel (and there is no
intervening pause, not even a short one). In this way, the two words are bound together, and /≤/ becomes /</ (>):
far away /'fA:≤ Èw™¤/ y('fA:< È'w™;¤) Y('fA:< ='w™;I) ¥('fA:> ='w™;I)
the car arrived /∑È'kA:< È'<a™vd/ y(∑È'khA:< È'<a;™vﬂ) Y(∑='khA:< ='<a;Ùvﬂ) ¥(∑='khA:> È'>a;Ùvﬂ)
take care of yourself /'t™¤k 'k™˘< ÈvjÈ≤'s™§f, -jr:≤-/ y('th™¤k 'kh™È< ÈvjÈq's™§f, -jø;q-)
Y('th™Ik 'kh™;≥ Èvj≥'ßEıf, -jU≥-) ¥('th™Ik 'kh™;‘> ÈvjÈ's™ıf, -jø;-)˘
26.10. On the other hand, in British English again, on the analogy of word-ﬁnal /È≤, ¤È≤, ™È≤, ¨È≤, ø:≤, A:≤/, very frequently, ﬁnal /È, ¤È, ¨È, ø:, A:/ are realized
as the previous ones, as well, even if no etymological r is present in their spelling:
Eliza Ellis /˘'la™zÈ '™l˘s/ y(È'la™zÈ '™l-Ès) Y(È'laÙzÈ '™l-Ès) ¥(¤'laÙzÈ '™l-¤s÷ -zÈ> '™l-¤s)
the idea of it /∑ia™'d¤ÈÈv¤t/ y(∑ia™'diiÈúöûÈv¤t) Y(∑iaÙ'dIiÈúöûÈv¤t) ¥(-'d¤ÈúöûÈv¤t÷ -¤È>Èv¤t)
law and order /'lø: Èn{d}'ø:≤dÈ≤/ y('lø: Èn'ø;qdÈq) Y('lO: Èn'ø;<d≥) ¥('lø: Èn'ø;då÷ 'lø:>)
the spa at Bath /∑È'spA: Èt'bX†/ y:Y(∑È'spA: Èp'bx†) ¥(∑È'spA: Èp'bA;†÷ ∑È'spA:>)
G. B. Shaw asked /'Giibii 'Sø: 'X:skt/ y('Gi;i&bii 'Sø: 'xsúkût) Y('GI;i&bIi 'SO: 'xsúkût)
¥('GI;i&bIi 'Sø: 'A;súkût÷ 'Sø:>).
It can also occur within words, but it is generally considered quite inadequate:
drawing /'d<ø:¤˙/ y('G<ø;¤,) Y('d<O;¤,) ¥('Ã>ø;¤,÷ ≠'Ã>ø;>¤,)
schwaish /'SwA:¤S÷ S'vA:¤S/ y:Y('SwA;¤S÷ S'v-) ¥('SwA;¤S÷ ≠'SwA;>¤S÷ S'v-).
26.11. <is British use is very widespread, chieﬂy for /È+/, although good speakers
try to avoid it, but many others use it airily, even teaching it to foreigners (who should
avoid it, unless they are very ﬂuent and have a very good command of British English).
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In mediatic American English, we have a uvularized (<), \ (ƒ). In a broad New
Zealand accent, /</ is a velarized version of (>), \ (>) (however, neutral New Zealand English has (>)).
In addition to American English (except in typical Southern, Eastern, and Black
accents) and Canadian English, also Irish English (in the whole island) has /≤/ = /</.
<e same goes both for a small area of the South Island in New Zealand and
for the West Country in the southwest of England (as well as for some more limited areas in the North of England).
A typical Scottish accent, usually, has /<, ≤/ = (R) (though, too often, it is still described as a trill, ‘(r)').
26.12. As a speech defect, /</ is realized as a labiodental (V). <is is so widespread, especially in Great Britain, that someone considers it to be normal (all the
more so because it is frequent in the mediatic British accent).
Two further defective realizations are /</ ï (w), semi-approximant weaker than
(w), which can cause some communication problems, though not exactly alike (°
˙ 26.2):
witch /'w¤c/ ('w¤c)
rich /'<¤c/ y:Y('<¤c) ¥('>¤c) ‘('V¤c, 'w¤c)'˘
26.13. Besides (<, q, >), given again for better comparisons with the other variants,
˙ 26.2 shows (ƒ, >, V). In addition, it shows Y(Ë) ¥(ÿ), which can occur in the sequences /t<, d</ (as seen in § 17.7-10), and (R), as well.
26.14. In traditional British pronunciation, we ﬁnd /</ (>, 'éRé, †R, ∑R, pR, bR,
kR, gR), as in a‡ected British pronunciation, where we can also have (Vé, ◊é) ({velarized} labiodental approximant), and even ('éeé) (voiced postalveolar tap) ('é=é)
(voiced provelar semiapproximant), in some frequent words such as: very˚ terrible˚
sorry˚ tomorrow.
˙ 26.2. Various taxophones for English /<, ≤/ (see text).
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˙ 77.3. <e USA core territory showing both state and accent borders. (<e abbreviations are not always the o‚cial ones.)
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94.
New York City 1
<e typical accent
(with social di‡erences)
94.1. In spite of its small area (although it includes the adjoining parts of Connecticut, New Jersey and mainland New York State), New York City, or simply New
York (in International pronunciation /nu'jø:≤k, n¨-, ni-, n¤-, nÈ-/), has a huge number of speakers (approximately 8,000,000) for its typical accent.
<e most characteristic vowel sound is /ø:, r:, ]/ (O∏, O√|) ≠(øÖ, ø√|): saw /'sØ:/
('sO;√, ≠-ø;√), broad /'b<ø:d/ ('b>O;∏ﬂ, ≠-ø;Öﬂ), austere /r:'st¤È≤/ (O∏'stI;√) ≠(øÖ-, -Ûi√), long
/'l]˙/ ('7O;∏˙, ≠-ø;Ö˙), lost /'l]st/ ('7O∏st, ≠-øÖst).
<ere are further broader variants (as can be seen in the fourth vocogram): ≠≠('so;√,
'b>o;Öﬂ, oÖ'stÛi√, '7o;Ö˙, '7oÖst) ≠≠≠('sP;√, 'b>o;∆ﬂ, PÈ'stÛi√, '7P;È˙, '7PÈst) ≠≠≠≠('swo;√,
'b>wo;∆ﬂ, woÖ'stÛi√, '7wo;∆˙, '7wo∆st) ((w) is a semi-approximant, corresponding to (w)).
94.2. By the way, our notation and vocograms, at last, clearly show what really
people say, instead of using either some generic diacritics and o‚cial symbols –not
in diagrams of any sort– including a lot of absurd (È), or partial acoustic diagrams
of peculiar individual speakers, not prone to useful normalizations. Nor do we use
accountant-like dull percentages. Notice the real usefulness of ˙ 94.2, too.
Instead, we ﬁnd /]<, ]g/ (O∏, Aa): sorry /'s]<i/ ('sO∏>i, 'sAa-), horrible /'h]<Èb°/
('hO∏>Èb°, 'hAa-), frog /'f<]g/ ('f>O;∏Ÿ, -A;aŸ). And /ø:</ (O∏>, ±O:>÷ ≠øÖ>÷ ±±O:<, ˝Aa<):
story /'stø:<i/ ('stO∏>i, ≠-øÖ-). Even /A:, [:/ are peculiarly back (ªA, ≠¬å÷ ˝Aa): father
/'fA:∑È≤/ ('fªA∑√, ≠-¬å-÷ ˝-Aa-), car /'kA:≤/ ('khª;A, ≠¬;å÷ ˝A;a).
94.3. <e other notorious case of characteristic vowel is /x, X/ (x, ≠EÄ, ≠≠™É,
≠≠≠eÉ, ≠≠≠≠ÙÈ), but this is complicated by distributional, contextual and sociophonic peculiarities, \ ‘socio-taxophones', apart from middle-class ‘elegant' (˝xÄ, ˝˝ÅÄ)
(now quite rare, that we show only in the vocograms).
<e normalized distribution is as follows: even in the broadest accent, we always have (x) before the voiceless stop(strictive)s /p, t, k÷ c/: chap /'cxp/ ('chxp), bat
/'bxt/ ('bxt), sack /'sxk/ ('sxk), match /'mxc/ ('mxc).
But we ﬁnd the raised and diphthongized realizations (≠EÄ, ≠≠™É, ≠≠≠eÉ, ≠≠≠≠ÙÈ) before the voiced stops /b, d, g/: cab /'kxb/ (±'khx;Ê, ≠-E;ÄÊ, ≠≠-™;ÉÊ, ≠≠≠-e;ÉÊ, ≠≠≠≠-Ù;ÈÊ),
dad /'dxd/ (+'dx;ﬂ, ≠-E;Äﬂ, ≠≠-™;Éﬂ, ≠≠≠-e;Éﬂ, ≠≠≠≠-Ù;Èﬂ), bag /'bxg/ (±'bx;", ≠-E;Ä", ≠≠-™;É",
≠≠≠-e;É", ≠≠≠≠-Ù;È").
<e same is true before the voiceless constrictives /f, †, s, S/: calf /'kXf/ (±'khxf,
≠-EÄf, ≠≠-™Éf, ≠≠≠-eÉf, ≠≠≠≠-ÙÈf), bath /'bX†/ (±'bx†, ≠-EÄ†, ≠≠-™É†, ≠≠≠-eÉ†, ≠≠≠≠-ÙÈ†), mass
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˙ 94.1. New York City: typical vowels, diphthongs “ intonation (/å/ is in the 2nd vocogram).
/u/ (¯), /¨/ (¨úıû)
/È:≤/ (‘È, ≠‘√|, ±‘Èq), /È:</ (‘È>, ≠◊>)
/˘:</ (‘È>, +◊>)
/ø:≤, r:≤/ (øÖ, ø√|)
/ø:, r:, ]/ (O∏, O√|) ≠(øÖ, ø√|)
/ø:</ (O∏>, ±O:>÷ ≠øÖ>÷ ±±O:<÷ +Aa<)
/Ø/ (Aa, ±A), /]<, ]g/ (O∏, Aa)
/A:, [:/ (ªA÷ +Aa)
/¨È≤/ (UX, U√|) ≠(¯uX, ¯u√) ±(UXq)
{+(øÖ, ø√|, ±øÖq)}
/¨˘</ (UX>, ±UX<) {+(øÖ>, ±øÖ<)}

/i/ (i)
/¤/ (¤, Ùı)
/˘/ (¢, +¤) (“ many non-ﬁnal /È/}
/È/ (È, =*, √|)
/™/ (™úıû, +Éı)
/x, X/ (x, ≠EÄ), /x</ (x>, ±x<)
/¤È≤/ (IÈ, I√|) ≠(ÛiÈ, Ûi√|) ±(IÈq)
/¤˘</ (IÈ>, ±-<)

/ø:≤, r:≤/ (øÖ, ø√|, ±øÖq)
/å/ (◊, ∏ı)

/™˘</ (™‘>, ≠e‘>, ≠≠E‘>, ±™‘<, +™É<, ±±™<)
/™È≤/ (™‘, ™√|) ≠(E‘, E√|) ≠≠(e‘, e√|) ±(™‘q)

/újûuu/ (újû¯u, újû¯Uı)
/ˆuu/ (¯u, ¯Uı)

/ii/ (Ûi, Û¢ı)

/ø™/ (øÙ, øÉı)
/ø¨/ (Ö¨, øUı)
/a™/ (∏Ù, ∏Éı)

/™¤/ (™¤, EÙı)
/aø/ (ÅÖúıû)
/i/ ≠(I, Ûi)
/È:≤/ ≠(‘¢0) ≠≠(‘¢+, ê¢),
/È:</ (≠‘>, ≠≠∆>),
/˘:</ (≠‘>, ≠≠∆>)

/¨/ (≠û, ¨ı)
/ø:, r:, ]/ ≠≠(oÖ, o√|) ≠≠≠(o∆0÷
PÈ, P√|) ≠≠≠≠(wo∆, wo√|)
/å/ ±(√, ◊ı) ≠(∏úıû), /úéûÈ≤/ +(∆q)
/A:, [:/ ≠(¬å)

/x, X/ (x) (+xÄ, ++ÅÄ)
(≠EÄ, ≠≠™É, ≠≠≠eÉ, ≠≠≠≠ÙÈ)
/újûuu/ (+újû»¯)
{(újû¯Uı)} (not
for /+j-/ “ >oo≥)

/ø™/ (≠øÈ®,
≠≠øÖ®)
/a™/ ≠(AÙ, AÉı)
±(√Ù, √Éı)
{(aÙ=, aÉı=)}

/ø¨/ +(ê¨,
Ö¨ı) ≠(Ooı)

/™¤/ +(EI, EÙı)

/ø™/ ≠(o¤, oÙı)
≠≠(PI, P¤ı)
≠≠≠(wo¤, woÙı)
/aø/ ±(åÖúıû)
≠(xÖúıû)

/a™/ ≠≠(ñÙ, ñÉı)
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/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

/./ (2 ' 2 3)

/?/ (2 ' 2 1)

/÷/ (2 Ì 2 2)
Bronx

/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

/./ (2 Ç 3 3)

/?/ (2 ' 2 1)

/÷/ (2 ' 2 2)

/'mxs/ (±'mxs, ≠-EÄs, ≠≠-™És, ≠≠≠-eÉs, ≠≠≠≠-ÙÈs), dash /'dxS/ (±'dxS, ≠-EÄS, ≠≠-™ÉS, ≠≠≠-eÉS,
≠≠≠≠-ÙÈS).
94.4. There is inconsistency with the voiced constrictives /v, ∑, z, Z/, although (x)
is considered to be the normal(ized) realization: salve /'sxv/ ('sx;Ñ) {(≠-E;Ä-, ≠≠-™;É-,
≠≠≠-e;É-, ≠≠≠≠-Ù;È-)}, jazz /'Gxz/ ('Gx;Ω) {(≠-E;ÄΩ, ≠≠-™;ÉΩ, ≠≠≠-e;ÉΩ, ≠≠≠≠-Ù;ÈΩ)}, Æ.
Both possibilities can occur before the voiced stopstrictive /G/: badge /'bxG/
('bx;‚, ≠'bE;Ä‚, ≠≠'b™;É‚, ≠≠≠'be;É‚, ≠≠≠≠'bÙ;È‚), magic /'mxG¤k/ ('mxG-¤k, ≠'mEÄG¤k, ≠≠'m™ÉG¤k, ≠≠≠'meÉG¤k, ≠≠≠≠'mÙÈG¤k).
As for the nasals, we ﬁnd the raised taxophones before /m, n/, while speakers
oscillate with /˙/ (although (x) predominates): Sam /'sxm/ (±'sx;m, ≠-E;Äm, ≠≠-™;Ém,
≠≠≠-e;Ém, ≠≠≠≠-Ù;Èm), man /'mxn/ (±'mx;n, ≠-E;Än, ≠≠-™;Én, ≠≠≠-e;Én, ≠≠≠≠-Ù;Èn), sang
/'sx˙/ ('sx;,) {(≠-E;Ä,, ≠≠-™;É,, ≠≠≠-e;É,, ≠≠≠≠-Ù;È,)}, Frank /'f<x˙k/ ('f>x,k, ±-<-) {(≠-EÄ-,
≠≠-™É-, ≠≠≠-eÉ-, ≠≠≠≠-ÙÈ-)}.
Before /§/ and /</, there is no raising: Sal /'sx§/ ('sx;ı), Harry /'hx<i/ ('hx>-i, ±'hx<-i).
94.5. Besides, this distribution of taxophones also applies if an obstruent (consonant) is added, but not if followed by /<, l, §/ or a vowel: camp /'kxmp/ (±'khxmp,
≠-EÄ-, ≠≠-™É-, ≠≠≠-eÉ-, ≠≠≠≠-ÙÈ-), ant /'xnt/ (±'xnt, ≠-EÄ-, ≠≠-™É-, ≠≠≠-eÉ-, ≠≠≠≠-ÙÈ-), dance
/'dXns/ (±'dxïs, ≠-EÄ-, ≠≠-™É-, ≠≠≠-eÉ-, ≠≠≠≠-ÙÈ-), ranch /'<Xnc/ (±'>xüc, ≠-EÄ-, ≠≠-™É-, ≠≠≠-eÉ-,
≠≠≠≠-ÙÈ-, ±'<-), candy /'kxndi/ (±'khxndi, ≠-EÄ-, ≠≠-™É-, ≠≠≠-eÉ-, ≠≠≠≠-ÙÈ-).
<e same is true if inﬂectional grammemes (such as -s˚ -d˚ -ing˚ -y˚ -ly) are added:
cabs /'khxbz/ (±'khx;bΩ, ≠-E;Ä-, ≠≠-™;É-, ≠≠≠-e;É-, ≠≠≠≠-Ù;È-), banned /'bxnd/ (±'bx;nﬂ,
≠-E;Ä-, ≠≠-™;É-, ≠≠≠-e;É-, ≠≠≠≠-Ù;È-), planning /'plxn¤˙/ (±'plxn¤,, ≠-EÄ-, ≠≠-™É-, ≠≠≠-eÉ-,
≠≠≠≠-ÙÈ-), glassy /'glXsi/ (±'Glxs-i, ≠-EÄsi, ≠≠-™É-, ≠≠≠-eÉ-, ≠≠≠≠-ÙÈ-), manly /'mxnli/ (±'mxnli, ≠-EÄ-, ≠≠-™É-, ≠≠≠-eÉ-, ≠≠≠≠-ÙÈ-).
Autonomous grammemes (such as auxiliaries and modals) retain (x) (if not used
in their –more normal– reduced forms): am /'xm/ ('x;m), have /'hxv/ ('hx;Ñ), has
/'hxz/ ('hx;Ω), had /'hxd/ ('hx;ﬂ), can /'kxn/ ('khx;n), and /'xnd/ ('x;nﬂ).
94.6. Let us notice that raising occurs in checked syllable, even with ('àà, 'àà&à)
structures, generally, but not with ('ààà). Since /x, X/ are ‘short' vowel phonemes
in International and most American English, we have /'x0_é, 'X0_é/ even in dragging˚ magic˚ imagine˚ avenue /'d<xg¤˙, 'mxG¤k, ¤'mxG˘n, 'xv˘(&)nˆuu/ (with raising, as well), Æ. But animal˚ humanity /'xn˘m°, hju'mxnÈùi/ (without raising,
with /'x0_éà/), Æ. Besides, learned or less common words have no raising: alas
/È'lXs/ (È'lxs), planet /'plxn˘t/ ('phlxn-Èt).
In word-initial position, common words have raising: after /'XftÈ≤/ (±'xft√, ≠'EÄ-,
≠≠'™É-, ≠≠≠'eÉ-, ≠≠≠≠'ÙÈ-), ask /'Xsk/ (±'xsk, ≠'EÄ-, ≠≠'™É-, ≠≠≠'eÉ-, ≠≠≠≠'ÙÈ-). While less com-
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mon words have no raising, in the same word-initial position: Afghan /'xfgXn, -Èn/
(±'xfGxn, -=n, ≠-EÄn, ≠≠-™Én, ≠≠≠-eÉn, ≠≠≠≠-ÙÈn), asterisk /'xstÈ<¤sk/ ('xstÈ>¤sk, ±-<-).
94.7. But this is only half the story, because we can also ﬁnd mixed usages with
di‡erent people, and oscillations with the same speakers, as well. But, for a ‘normalized' accent, this has to be considered true.
<e anecdotes about speakers confusing taxophones of /x, X/ with /™È, ¤È/, are
just perception mistakes by hearers. In fact, we have bad /'bxd/ ('bx;ﬂ, ≠'bE;Äﬂ,
≠≠'b™;Éﬂ, ≠≠≠'be;Éﬂ, ≠≠≠≠'bÙ;Èﬂ), bared /'bEÈ≤d/ ('b™;‘ﬂ, ≠'bE;‘ﬂ, ≠≠'be;‘ﬂ), beard /'b¤È≤d/
('bI;Èﬂ, ≠'bÛiÈﬂ), and Ann /'xn/ ('x;n, ≠'E;Än, ≠≠'™;Én, ≠≠≠'e;Én, ≠≠≠≠'Ù;Èn), Ian /'¤Èn/
(±'¤;Èn, 'I;Èn) (“ /'iiÈn÷ 'a™Èn/ ('ÛiÈn÷ '±±aÙÈn, ±'√ÙÈn, '∏ÙÈn, ≠≠'ñÙÈn))˚ Æ. And the same
holds for /ø:, r:, ]/ with /¨/, as in: good /'g¨d/ ('g¨;ﬂ, ≠'gû;ﬂ), god /'gØd/ ('gO;∏ﬂ,
≠'gø;Öﬂ, ≠≠'go;Öﬂ, ≠≠≠'gP;Èﬂ, ≠≠≠≠'gwP;∆ﬂ) (if pronounced as ‘/'g]d/').
Let us also consider law /'lø:/ ('7O;√, ≠-ø;√, ≠≠-o;√, ≠≠≠-P;√, ≠≠≠≠'ıwo;∆, ±'lO;∏), lore /'lr:≤/
('7ø;√, '7ø;Ö, ±±'lø;Öq), lure /'l¨È≤/ ('7U;√, ±'lU;Èq) (British English also: /'lj¨È≤, 'ljÈ:≤, 'ljø:≤/).
94.8. No matter how similar they may seem to be, we do think that no real natural phonetician would confuse even /™È/ (e‘, ™‘, E‘) with (™É, EÄ), or /¤È/ (IÈ, ¤È)
with (ÙÈ, eÉ), and /]/ {“ /ø:, r:/} (O∏, øÖ, oÖ, wo∆, PÈ) with /¨/ (¨, û), or with /¨È≤/
(UX, U√|) or /ø:≤, r:q/ (øÖ, ø√|). Actually, (øÖ) is shared by /ø:/ and /ø:≤, r:≤/, as in
any non-rhotic accent, indeed (unless they distinguish between /ø:≤, r:≤/, by using
an opener timbre in the former than in the latter).
We collect this sociophonic information about /x, X/ and /ø:, r:, ]/ Æ in ˙
94.2 to better show how things actually are.
˙ 94.2. New York City: socio-phonic variants of /x, X/ and /ø:, r:, ]/. Also prepausal /¨È≤, ø:≤,
r:≤/ are included, to complete the discussion in § 94.7.

/x, X/ (x) (+xÄ, ++ÅÄ)
(≠EÄ, ≠≠™É, ≠≠≠eÉ, ≠≠≠≠ÙÈ)
/¤È/ (IÈ, ≠ÛiÈ)

/™È/ (™‘, ≠E‘, ≠≠e‘)

/ø:, r:, ]/ (O∏, ≠øÖ, ≠≠oÖ,
≠≠≠o∆, ≠≠≠ PÈ, ≠≠≠≠wo∆)
(the arrow on the vocogram
indicates (w))
/¨Èú≤û/ (UX, U√|) ≠(¯uX, ¯u√|)
{+(øÖ, ø√|)}
/¨/ (¨, ≠û)
/ø:≤, r:≤/ (øÖ, ø√|)

94.9. It is worthwhile noticing /È:≤/ (‘È, ≠‘√|): fur /'fÈ:≤/ ('f‘;È, ≠-‘;√), and /È:<, ˘:</
(‘È>, ≠◊<): furry /'fÈ:<i/ ('f‘È>i, ≠-◊>-i), hurry /'h˘:<i/ ('h‘È>i, ≠'h◊>-i). <ere is a three-way
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opposition for: marry /'mx<i/ ('mx>-i, ±'mx<-i), merry /'m™<i/ ('m™>-i, ±'m™<-i), Mary
/'m™˘<i/ ('m™‘>i, ≠-E‘>i, ≠≠-e‘>i, ±-™‘<i, ˝-™É<i, ±±-™<-i).
<e readers are invited to inspect the diphthongs in the third vocogram (and
their variants, in the last three vocograms, including the taxophones + /§/). We will
only draw attention to /a™, aø/. As a matter of fact, we have /a™/ (±√Ù, ∏Ù, ≠AÙ,
≠≠ñÙ): time /'ta™m/ (±'th√;Ùm, -∏;Ùm, ≠-A;Ùm, ≠≠-ñ;Ùm) (followed by a voiceless consonant, it is frequent to ﬁnd ‘neutral-like' (±±aÙ), too: white /'ãa™t/ (±±'waÙt, ±-√Ùt,
-∏Ùt, ≠-AÙt, ≠≠-ñÙt)), /aø/ (±åÖ, ÅÖ, ≠xÖ): house /'haøs/ (±'håÖs, -ÅÖs, ≠-xÖs).
94.10. As to the consonants, the broad accent has /t, d/ ≠(T, D) (less often even
velarized, ≠≠(t, d)): today /tÈ'd™¤/ (thÈ'd™;¤, ≠ThÈ'D-, ≠≠thÈd-, ˝-E;I). Besides, we
frequently ﬁnd /t, ù/ + /°, +é, +0/ ï (ö): little /'l¤ù°/ ('7¤4®, -°, ≠-ö-)˚ that book /∑xt'b¨k/
(∑xp'b¨k, -ö'-, ±-t'-)˚ not only /nØù'ø¨nli/ (&nª4'Ö¨n7i, ˝&nA-, -ö'-, ±-t'-).
Another typical consonantal phenomenon is /†, ∑/ ≠(T, D, ‡, ƒ) ±(†, ∑): this
thing /∑¤s'†¤˙/ ≠(D¤s'T¤,:, ƒ¤s'‡¤,:) ±(∑¤s'†¤,:). <e same is true for /t†, d†/ ≠(T, D, ‡,
ƒ) ±(T†, D∑): eighth /'™¤t†/ ≠('™¤T, -‡) ±(-T†)˚ width /'w¤d†/ ≠('w¤∂, -á) ±(-D„). Not only /ù/ (4), but also /édé/ (≠4): latter /'lxùÈ≤/ ('7x4-√), ladder /'lxdÈ≤/ ('7x4-√, ±'7xd-√).
<e broad accent often has ≠(˙g{+}é): sing it /'s¤˙¤t/ ('s¤,-¤ö, ≠'s¤,G¤-, ±-t), Long
Island /'l]˙ 'a™lÈnd/ ('7O;∏˙ '∏Ù7Ènﬂ, ≠-˙g, ≠'7ø;Ö-, ≠≠'7oÖ-, ≠≠≠'7o∆-, ≠≠≠'7PÈ, ≠≠≠≠'7wo∆-,
±'√Ù-, ≠'AÙ-, ≠≠'ñÙ-).
˙ 94.3. <e ﬁve boroughs of NYC: Manhattan, the Bronx, Queens, Brooklyn (Kings) “
Staten Island (Richmond).

Ma
nha

tta
n

Bronx

Queens
Brooklyn
Staten
Island
(Richmond)

(Kings)
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Typically, we have (l, ≠7, ≠≠ı, ≠≠≠§) {“ (∞) + (≠)} /l/: lily /'l¤li/ ('l¤l-i, ≠7¤7-i, ≠≠'ı¤ı-i,
≠≠≠'§¤§-i), /§/ (ı, §): bill /'b¤§/ ('bÙı, -§)÷ /°/ (®, °): bottle /'bØù°/ ('bAa4®, -°, ±'bA4-®, ≠-ö-).
94.11. <e typical New-York accent is non-rhotic, and thus has ‘linking r' and is
prone to ‘intrusive r' practice: far away /'fA:< È'w™¤/ ('fª;A> ='w™;¤, ˝'fA;a<, ˝='wE;I), law
and order /'lø: Ènd'ø:≤dÈ≤/ (≠'7O;∏> Ènúdû'øÖD√, ≠-4√, ±-d√, ±'lO:>-, ≠'7øÖ>, ≠≠'ıoÖ>, ≠≠≠'ıo∆>,
≠≠≠'ıPÈ>, ≠≠≠≠'ıwo∆>).
However, younger and more educated speakers are more or less inﬂuenced by
neutral ¸ mediatic pronunciation. So they are (although unsystematically) partially rhotic, even with (<) instead of ‘normal' (>), or rather with a softer (q): (±±'lO;∏
úöûÈnúdû'øÖqdÈq). To be true, some speakers can have /È:≤/ (‘Èq, ‘Q), also to avoid using, or letting people think they use, the broad and highly stigmatized ‘Brooklyn'
variant /È:≤/ (‘¢): murder /'mÈ:≤dÈ≤/ (≠'m‘¢D√, 'm‘È-, 'm‘QD√, ±'m‘ÈqdÈq).
<e broad accent also has /st</ (S˛>, St<, S-, Sc<-) (and /d</ (G<-), as well): street
/'st<iit/ ≠('S˛>Ûit, 'St<, 'S-, 'Sc<-).
Besides, the broad accent is rather nasal, especially for /éö/ sequences (but also paraphonically): <en you can come /'∑™n jÈkÈ˙'kåm/ ('D™~ j=k≈˙'kh√m:).
In addition, /ˆ/ (`, ±j): new /'nˆuu/ ('n¯;u, ±'nj-), tube /'tˆuub/ ('th¯;uÊ, ±'thj-), duke
/'dˆuuk/ ('d¯uk, ±'dj-) (including during /'dˆ¨˘<¤˙/ ('dUX>¤,, ≠'d¯uX-, ≠≠'døÖ-, ≠-¤n)).
Paraphonically, in the Bronx, there can be a typical postdorsal-tongue setting, §˛@
(¬ ˙ 168.3), giving velarization, and a nasalized voice, §~@.

95.
New York City 2
Ethnic characteristics: Irish, Italian,
Puerto Rican, Black “ Jewish
95.1. Apart from the ‘typical' accent (Ã 94), with its social peculiarities, it is possible
to ﬁnd ethnic characteristics, as well. ˙ 95.1 shows the principal parts of New York City.
95.2. <e ‘Irish' use less broad traits and generally have normal /†, ∑/ (†, ∑); for
/t, ù/, fewer (ö) than in the Bronx; a frequent dental stop-semi-constrictive realization
of /t, d/ (ı, D); the use of /<é≤/ (<éq) and /lé§/ (lé7); systematic use of /¤n/ for /¤˙/;
narrow higher diphthongs /ii, ™¤, ø¨, uu/ (ii, ™e, øo, uu); and intonation patterns
as shown in ˙ 95.1.
˙ 95.1. Irish accent: peculiar diphthongs “ intonation.

/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

/ii/ (ii)

/uu/ (uu)

/™¤/ (™e)

/ø¨/ (øo)

/./ (2 Ç 2 3)

/?/ (2 Ì 2 2)

/÷/ (2 ' 2 2)

95.3. <e ‘Italians' (generally more concentrated in Brooklyn and Staten Island,
/'stxtó 'a™lÈnd/, ¬ map in ˙ 94.3) have the vowels, diphthongs and intonations
shown in ˙ 95.2. <e consonants, generally, have the broad variants seen in Ã 94.
A broader version, more typical of bilingual people (but di‡erent from actual
Italians, such as tourists, ¬ Ã 260, which is still more foreign-like), or ‘Little-Italy style',
has the vocalic and intonational elements given in ˙ 95.3 (with more secondary
stresses and often with (&à'à) for ('à&à): barley water /'bA:≤liwr:ùÈ≤/ (&bAaRlI'wø∆4å, -7I-).
For the consonants we ﬁnd: /˙/ (˙g, ,G) ±(˙, ,)÷ ‘unaspirated', but lengthened /'p,
't, 'k÷ 'c/ (p:, T:, k:÷ c:); /t, d/ (T, D), /ù/ (T, D, 4)÷ /†, ∑/ (T, ‡, D, ƒ)÷ /z/ (s, ±z)÷ /h/ (`)÷
/<, ≤/ (R, ≠V)÷ /t<, st<, d</ (., s., …)÷ /l, §/ (l, 7), /°/ (øl, ø7)÷ /{0}0+é/ ({0}_0é), /'é0{é}+/
('éé0{é}+)÷ /’SúÈûn+/ ({éS}Søn)÷ the /∑i/ (DI, ƒI) /∑È/ (D™, DI, ƒ™, ƒI), to /tÈ, tu/ (TU)˘
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˙ 95.2. Brooklyn “ Staten Island (often called ‘Italian'): vowels, diphthongs “ intonation.
/¤/ (¤úıû), /’¤, ˘, i/ (I)
/È:≤/ (‘¢), /È:, ˘:/ (‘¢>, +◊>)
/È, ˘/ (‘, å|)
/™/ (™úıû)
/x, X/ (x, ≠EÉ, ≠≠™É), /x</ (x>)

/¨/ (¨úıû), /u, ’¨/ (U)

/¤È≤/ (I‘, Iå|) ≠(ii‘, iiå|) ≠≠(II)
/¤˘</ (I‘>) ≠(ii‘>) ≠≠(II>)

/¨È≤/ (U‘, Uå|) ≠(uu‘, uuå|)
≠≠(UU) {+(ø∆, øå|)}
/¨˘</ (U‘>) ≠(uu‘>) ≠≠(UU>)
{+(øø>)}
/ø:≤, r:≤/ (ø‘, øå|) ≠≠(øø)

/ø:, r:, ], ø:≤, r:≤/ ≠(ø∆, øå|)
/ø:<, r:</ (øø>)
/å/ (◊úıû)
/Ø, ]<, ]g/ (Aa), /A:, [:/ (Aa÷ +ªA)

/™È≤/ (™‘, ™å|) ≠≠(™™)
/™˘</ (™‘>, ™™>)

/ii/ (ii, iIı)

/uu/ (uu, uUı)

/™¤/ (™I, ™¤ı)

/ø™/ (oI, o¤ı)
/ø¨/ (øUúıû)

/aø/ (ÅUúıû)

/a™/ (ñI, ñ¤ı)

/ / (2 2 Ì 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

/./ (2 ' 2 3)

/?/ (2 ' 2 1)

/÷/ (2 ' 3 2)

˙ 95.3. ‘Little Italy' broad accent.
/¨, u, uu/ (UúUû), /¨È≤/ (UúUûR)
/È≤/ (™R, ±‘R, +å|), /ø:≤, r:≤/ (øúøûR)

/¤, i, ii/ (IúIû), /¤È≤/ (IúIûR)
/È, ˘/ (I, ™, å, ø, U) ±(¤, ‘, ¨)
/™¤/ (™I)
/™, xö/ (™ú™û), /™È≤, È:≤/ (™R)
/a™/ (åI)
/A:≤/ (åúåûR)

/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

/ø:, r:, ]/ (øúøû), /ø¨/ (øU)
/å/ (å, ø), /aø/ (åU), /ø™/ (øI)
/A:, [:, x, X, Ø, ]<, ]g/ (å{å})

/./ (2 ' 2 3)

/?/ (2 ' 1 2)

/÷/ (2 ' 2 2)

95.4. <e ‘Puerto Ricans' have the vocalic and intonational characteristics given in ˙ 95.4 (for a broader accent ¬ Ã 234). For mb and ng, the broad accent has
≠(mb, ˙g); the ‘aspiration' of /'p, 't, 'k÷ 'c/ is possible only in a mild accent; we ﬁnd
/t, d/ (T, D), /ù/ (T, ±4), /b, v/ (éBé, éRBé, éBRé), /d/ (éÃé, éRÃé, éÃRé)÷ /z/ (s, ±z), /+s0/
(¤s0, ™s0)÷ /†, ∑/ (T, ≠s, D) ±(†, ∑)÷ /c/ (c, ≠S), /G/ (g) ≠(ò, ü+ò, üS+, éc+, éjé)÷ /w/ (w,
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≠B)÷ /™¤, a™, ø™÷ ø¨, aø/+/È≤/ (éjé, éwé): power /'paøÈ≤/ ('pa;w™R)÷ /úsût<, d</ (úsûcR, gR)
±(q)÷ /l, §/ (lél) ±(lé7), /lj/ ≠(7_j, 7+ò), /°/ (øl, ±ø7)÷ /<é≤/ (RéR, ≠r:é, ±qéq)÷ /ˆ/ (`)÷ /h/ (h,
≠·)÷ /t+0/ (`0)÷ /00+/ (0`+)÷ /'éé=+/ ('é;é=+), /'éé+/ ('éé+).
˙ 95.4. Puerto Rican accent: vowels, diphthongs “ intonation.
/¨/ (u, ±U, ’u), /u/ (u)

/¤/ (i, ±I, ’i), /i/ (i)
/È, ˘/ (i, ™, å, ø, u) ±(È)

/å/ (ø) +(aå, ’å)
/]/ (O∏, +aå), /ø:/ (O∏)
/Ø/ (O∏, ’O) +(aå, ’å)
/A:, [:/ (aå)

/™/ (™, ±™, ’™)
/x, X/ (EÄ, ’Ä, +™™ö, ≠aå)
/ii/ (ii)

/uu/ (uu)

/™¤/ (eI)

/ø¨/ (oU)
/ø™/ (øI)
/aø/ (åU)

/a™/ (åI)
/¤È/ (iiqé, iiÈq) (≠R)

/{j}¨È/ ({j}uuqé, {j}uÈq) (≠R)

/™È/ (eÈq, ≠R)
/™È, ™, x/ (™qé) (≠R)

/È:, ˘:/ (+Èqé) (≠R)
/ø:/ (O∏q{é}) (≠R)
/A:/ (aåq{é}) (≠R)

/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

/./ (2 ' 3 3)

/?/ (2 ' 1 2)

/÷/ (2 Ç 2 2)

95.5. <e ‘Blacks' keep their ethnic characteristics better, having less contacts
with di‡erent people. <us, the readers are referred to Ã 116.
95.6. <e ‘Jews' have the vocalic and intonational elements shown in ˙ 95.5.
Their /x, X/ (EÄ) are less raised, while their /ø:, r:, ]/ (oP, o√|) ≠(woP, wo√|) are deﬁnitely more raised, even if not unique; besides, we ﬁnd the marked variants of /™¤,
ø¨/ (™I, ≠ÉI÷ øU, ≠ºU), /a™, ø™, aø/ (◊Ù, o¤, x∆), and the peculiar timbre of /È≤/ (∆,
±∆q), in every position, not only ﬁnal.
As for the consonants, we have /˙/ (˙k+, ,k, ˙+g, ,+G) and /˙g/ (˙, ,): singing
/'s¤˙¤˙/ ('s¤,-¤,k), Long Island /'l]˙ 'a™lÈnd/ ('lwoP˙ 'g◊Ùl∆n∂), ﬁnger /'f¤˙gÈ≤/ ('f¤,∆);
/t, d/ (T, ‡, ı÷ D, ƒ, D), /ù°/ (ö®, ö°), /ù/ (D)÷ in addition to /nˆ, tˆ, dˆ/ (n¯u÷ T¯u, ‡-,
ı-÷ D¯u, ƒ-, D-), we can ﬁnd ˝(n»¯÷ c¯u, c»¯÷ G¯u, G»¯), as well; /s, z/ (s, ﬂ÷ z, ∂)÷
/†, ∑/ (T, D)÷ /z+/ (s)÷ /s+Ê/ (z+Ê)÷ /</ (R, ≠V, ≠≠˜), /≤/ (`, R, ≠V, ≠≠˜).
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<e tonic syllables of the three tunes are quite peculiar, as can be seen in the
tonogram of ˙ 95.5.
˙ 95.5. Peculiarities of the Jewish accent: some vowels “ diphthongs, and intonation.

/ø:, r:, ], ø:≤, r:≤/ (oP, o√|)
≠(woP, wo√|) ±(o∆q)
/ø:<, r:</ (oP>) ≠(woP>)
/È≤/ (∆, ±∆q)

/x, X/ (x, ≠EÄ)

/ø™/ (o¤, oÙı)

/™¤/ (™e, ™Ùı) ≠(Ée, ÉÙı)

/a™/ (◊Ù, ◊Éı)

/ø¨/ (≠ºo, øo)
/aø/ (x∆)

/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 Ç 2 2 Ç 2)

/./ (2 ’ 3 3)

/?/ (2 3 2 1)

/÷/ (2 4 2 2)

108.
<e South
(proper)
108.1. <e phonosynthesis of ˙ 108.1 presents a typical, but mild, southern accent. It includes a moderate ‘drawl' for the phonemically short vowels (especially,
but not only, in monosyllables), occurring in tunes /¤, ™, x, Ø, å, ¨/ (¤Ù, ™É, EÄ, A√,
∆X, =¢), as if they were real phonemic diphthongs ‘/¤¤, ™™, xx, AA, åå, ¨¨/'. Otherwise, in lighter accents, we can ﬁnd simple (¤, ™, E, A, ∆, =), in currently non-lengthening contexts, \ mostly followed by voiceless consonants: singing /'s¤˙¤˙/
('sI¤,I,), bid /'b¤d/ ('b¤;Ùﬂ), hit /'h¤t/ ('h¤Ùt), bed /'b™d/ ('b™;Éﬂ), het /'h™t/ ('h™Ét) (‘het˙ 108.1. <e South: vowels, diphthongs “ intonation of a mild, general, normalized accent.
/u/ (¨)
/¨/ (=ú¢û)
/È/ (È, =*, ∆|), /˘/ (I, ¤)
/˘:/ (∆{X})
/å/ (∆{X})
/ø:, ]/ (O∏)
/Ø, ]</ (Aú√û), /A:, [:/ (A√)

/i/ (I)
/¤/ (¤úÙûúm-nû, 'Iú¤û˙, ’I˙)
/™/ (™úÉû, eÙm-n)
/x-X/ (EúÄûúm-nû, EúÉû˙)

/¤È≤/ (IÈ, I∆|)
/È:≤/ (ÈÈ, È‘|)

/¨È≤/ (¨È, ¨∆|, oPú|û, o∆|)
/r:≤/ (oPú|û, o∆|)

/™È≤/ (E‘, E∆|)

/ø:≤/ (O∏ú|û, O∆|)
/A:≤/ (A√ú|û)
/uu/ (…¯, ûU§)

/ii/ (¤i, iÛ§)

/ø™/ (ø¤, øÙ§)
/ø¨/ (ê¨, Ö¨ı)

/™¤/ (ÉI, ÉÙ§)
/aø/ (ÄÖú§û)
/a™/ (ÅÄ, Åå§)

/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

/./ (2 ' 3 3)

/?/ (2 ' 1 2)

/÷/ (2 Ì 2 2)
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erosexual'), bad /'bxd/ ('bE;Äﬂ), hat /'hxt/ ('hEÄt), cod /'kØd/ ('khA;√ﬂ), hot /'hØt/
('hA√t), cud /'kåd/ ('kh∆;Xﬂ), hut /'håt/ ('h∆Xt), heard /'hÈ:≤d/ ('hÈ;Èﬂ), hurt /'hÈ:≤t/
('hÈÈt), good /'g¨d/ ('g=;¢ﬂ), foot /'f¨t/ ('f=¢t), saw /'sø:/ ('sO;∏), sought /'sø:t/ ('sO∏t),
song /'s]˙/ ('sO;∏˙), o‡ /']f/ ('O∏f), sorry /'s]<i/ ('sO∏>I), warrior /'w]<iÈ≤/ ('wO∏>I∆), spa
/'spA:/ ('spA;√), when /'ã™n/ ('Wwe;Ùn, 'hw-, ±'w-), man /'mxn/ ('mE;Än), sang /'sx˙/
('sE;É,), furry /'fÈ:<i/ ('fÈÈ>I), hurry /'h˘:<i/ ('h∆X>I), city /'s¤ùi/ ('s¤Ù4I), inﬂuence
/'¤nfluÈns/ ('¤ÙMfl¨Èïs).
108.2. A lighter type of southern drawl, phonetically, shows just narrow homochromatic diphthongs (or doubling), (¤¤, ™™, EE, AA, ∆∆, ==) (for phonemically simple /¤, ™, x, Ø, å, ¨/): bid /'b¤d/ ('b¤;¤ﬂ), Æ. „ile, a still lighter drawl just has
an added semichrone, (;) + (;) = (:), thus, ('é;0) ï ('é:0) (as phonemically long vowels, ‘(¤:, ™:, x:, A:, å:, ¨:)'), (¤:, ™:, E:, A:, ∆:, =:): bid /'b¤d/ ('b¤:ﬂ), Æ.
<e more evident the southern drawl becomes, we ﬁnd ('é;0, 'éé0) ï ('ééé0)
(with the same –doubled– vocoids); or ('éé0) ï ('ééé0). Notice that (é) indicates
slightly di‡erent vocoids, generally centralized, as shown above, to give narrow
diphthongs plus a vocoid, \ real phonetic triphthongs. <is extra-lengthening of
the stressed syllables, in tunes, is counterbalanced by corresponding shortenings
of the unstressed syllables in words ¸ phrases and sentences, as we will see below:
(’é) ï (’é) or (’`): Generally, Southerners are easily identiﬁed /'G™núÈû<Èli 'så∑È≤nÈ≤z
È<'iizúÈûli a™'d™nù˘fa™d/ ('GeÙN>Íi 's∆X∑nÈz ˇ'¤izlI ÅÄ'deÙnÈ&fÅÄﬂ).
108.3. Consequently, this length compensation further highlights the di‡erence between stressed (“ drawled) syllables and unstressed (“ more reduced-than-normal) syllables: ('ééé0) ÿ (’é0). <is e‡ect is further increased, when the drawl
produces triphthongs, instead of simple diphthongs, in even broader accents, as
we will see: ('ééV0) (and even ('é;éV0), where (V) indicates more or less still di‡erent vocoids). Here, we show an example of what will be dealt with below, for
broader accents, although we have not yet given any examples of the diphthongs
(¬ ˙ 108.4): town /'taøn/ ('thÄ;∏Ön, 'thx;ÄÖn) (even ('thì;_Ôn, 'thπ;ìÔn)).
108.4. <e other vocograms (in ˙ 108.1) show the phonemic diphthongs of a
mild accent like this. We just exemplify them in ﬁnal position, and /È:<, ˘:</ (leaving to the readers the task to search examples with /§/ or in internal position): tea
/'tii/ ('th¤;i), day /'d™¤/ ('dÉ;I), lie /'la™/ ('lÅ;Ä), cow /'kaø/ ('khÄ;Ö), boy /'bø™/ ('bø;¤),
two /'tuu/ ('th…;¯); beer /'b¤È≤/ ('bI;∆), care /'kEÈ≤/ ('khE;∆), car /'kA:≤/ ('khA;√), war
/'wø:≤/ ('wO;∏, 'wO;∆), four /'fr:≤/ ('fo;P, 'fo;∆), poor /'p¨È≤/ ('ph¨;∆, 'pho;∆, 'pho;P), fur
/'fÈ:≤/ ('fÈ;‘)÷ and furry /'fÈ:<i/ ('fÈÈ>I), hurry /'h˘:<i/ ('h∆X>I).
108.5. A further southern peculiarity, a rather marked one, indeed, shows appreciable timbre di‡erences in the six short stressed vowels, according to phonic
contexts. Not all (even broad) speakers have them systematically, or so evidently as
shown in ˙ 108.2. <e e‡ect applies to words with a front vocoid, against /È/, in
the following syllable. So, we can generally say that the frame /'0<0/ uses the ‘middle' realizations shown in ˙ 108.2. „ile the frame /'0<0i, -0˘0/ (this last corre-
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sponds to /-0¤0/ in the South) employs the fronter realizations; while the frame
/'0<0È{0}/ uses the backer ones. <us, we can have: picket /'p¤k˘t/ ('phI¤k¤t), picker
/'p¤kÈ≤/ ('ph¢Èk∆), jelly /'G™li/ ('GeÙlI), cellar /'s™lÈ≤/ ('sÙÉl∆), parry /'px<i/ ('ph™Ä>I),
parrot /'px<Èt/ ('phÄå>Èt), horrid /'h]<˘d/ ('haa>¤ﬂ), horror /'h]<È≤/ ('hAA>∆), putty
/'påùi/ ('ph∆‘4I), butter /'båùÈ≤/ ('b∆√4∆), bushy /'b¨Si/ ('b=¢SI), pusher /'p¨SÈ≤/
('ph=XS∆).
˙ 108.2. Contextual marked timbre di‡erences.

/¤/ ≠(I¤, ¤¢, ¢È)
/™/ ≠(eÙ, ÙÉ, É‘)

/¨/ ≠(=¢, ==, =X)
/å/ ≠(∆‘, ∆∆, ∆√)

/x/ ≠(™Ä, EÄ, Äå)
/Ø/ ≠(aa, aA, AA)

108.6. We can now look at ˙ 108.3, which shows further realizations of the vowels and diphthongs of broader southern accents, though not so broad as those we
will see later on (in ˙ 108.4). Of course, occasionally they can be used even by speakers who mostly show the realizations of ˙ 108.1, giving a kind of intermediate accent. It goes without saying, that also some of the realizations shown in ˙ 108.4 can
appear mixed with some of those in ˙ 108.3 (and even ˙ 108.1, naturally including ˙ 108.2).
Let us start from the possible and typical merger exempliﬁed by: pin /'p¤n/ ('ph¤;Ùn,
≠'phe;Ùn), pen /'p™n/ ('phe;Ùn, ≠'ph¤;Ùn), mini /'m¤ni/ ('m¤ÙnI, ≠'meÙnI), many /'m™ni/
('meÙnI, ≠'m¤ÙnI), rim /'<¤m/ ('>¤;Ùm, ≠'>e;Ùm), REM /'<™m/ ('>e;Ùm, ≠'>¤;Ùm). And, Sam
/'sxm/ ('s™;Ém, ≠'se;Ùm), sang /'sx˙/ ('sE;É,, ≠'sE;Ù,) (always looking at ˙ 108.1-3).
Let us add some further variants: city /'s¤ùi/ ('s¤Ù4I, ≠-¤, ±-i), book /'b¨k/ ('b=¢k,
˙ 108.3. <e South: broader and lighter variants of vowels, diphthongs “ intonation.
/i/ (±i)
/¤/ (¤úÙû, 'Iú¤û˙, ’i˙), /™m-n/ (≠¤úÙû)
/¤m-n/ (≠eúÙû)
/x-Xm-n/ (™úÉû, ≠eúÙû), /x˙/ (≠EúÙû)
/A:, [:/ (≠aA)
/i/ (¤)
≠/¤/ (I¤), /¤-™m-n/ (≠I¤, ≠≠™É)
/™/ (™Éú°û÷ eÙ)
/™È/ (™É) ≠(eÙ, EÙ, ÄÙ, éÙ∆|)
/x, X/ ±(EÄ, EÙm-n-˙)

/u/ (±¯)
/¨/ (±±¨{X}, ±û{X}, ≠1úÈû)
/È:/ (ÈÈ+, ≠È¢0, ÈÈ>é), /˘:</ (±ÈÈ)
/å/ (≠‘ú∆û, ±√ú∆û)
/ø:/ (≠ØO, ≠≠Øø)
/]/ (≠ØO, ≠≠Øø, ≠≠≠aA)
/Ø, ]</ (±ñú∏û, ≠aA)
/¨/ (=¢, =¢≥, =¨°)
/È:/ (ÈÈ), /˘:/ (∆{X}, ±ÈÈ)
/r:≤/ ≠(oo, øo, Oø), /ø:≤/ (OO, Oø)
/å/ (∆∆, ∆‘, ‘‘, ∆∆§)
/]<i-ø¨/ (ñO>)
/ø:</ ≠(ñO>), /ø:/ (Oo, ≠√ø, ±±OO)
/Ø, A:, [:/ ≠(aA)
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/ii/ (¢i) ≠(I¤°) {= /¤§/}

/ø¨/ (‘¨, ÖP§-°)

/™¤/ ≠(EI, EÙ°) ≠≠(ÄI, ÄÙ°) ±(™I, ™Ù°)

/uu/ (¢¯, 1%)
/uu§/ (=¢°) ≠(=¨°) {= /¨§/}

/aø/ (ÄP, ≠Ä∏, xÖ0, ÅÖQ)

/ø™/ ≠(ñ¤, ñÙ§, ñÉú§û)

/a™/ ≠(ÅÅ) ≠≠(xÄ, xå0)

/ / (2 2 Ì 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

/./ (2 ' 2 3)

/?/ (2 Ì 1 2)

/?/ ≠(2 Ì 2 2)

/÷/ (2 6 2 2)

≠'b1Èk, ±'bûXk, ±±'b¨Xk), bird /'bÈ:≤d/ ('bÈ;Èﬂ, ≠'bÈ;¢ﬂ), hut /'håt/ ('h∆Xt, ≠'h‘∆t, ±'h√∆t),
saw /'sø:/ ('sO;∏, ≠'sØ;O, ≠≠'sØ;ø), lost /'l]st/ ('lO∏st, ≠'lØOst, ≠≠'lØøst, ≠≠≠'laAst), hot /'hØt/
('hA√t, ≠'haAt, ±'hñ∏t).
108.7. In the second vocogram of ˙ 108.3, let us notice the additional realizations given, and, in particular: Mary /'m™È<i/ ('m™‘>I, 'm™É-) ≠('meÙ-, 'mEÙ-, 'mÄÙ)
(almost, but not exactly, ‘/™¤</') (≠-¤, ±-i), care /'k™È≤/ ('kh™;∆) ≠(-eÙ∆, EÙ∆, -ÄÙ∆) (almost, but –again– not exactly, ‘/™¤È≤/'), door /'dr:≤/ ('do;P, -o;∆) ≠(-o;o, -ø;o, -O;ø)
≠≠(-øP∆, -ÖU∆) (almost, not exactly, ‘/ø¨È≤/', as in ˙ 108.4), war /'wø:≤/ ('wO;∏, -O;∆)
≠(-O;O, -O;ø) ≠≠(-ñOø, -ñO∆) (for this, ° ˙ 108.4, last vocogram, as well).
<e other vocograms, in ˙ 108.3, show further realizations and contexts for
vowels and diphthongs. Let us only explicitly notice: high /'ha™/ ('hÅ;Ä, ≠-Å:Ä, ≠≠-Å:Å,
≠≠≠-x:Ä), time /'ta™m/ ('thÅ;Äm, ≠-Å:Äm, ≠≠-Å:Åm, ≠≠≠-x:Äm).
108.8. Let us now, briefly, consider ˙ 108.4, which illustrates the broadest possible southern realizations. <e most interesting thing, here, is that we ﬁnd triphthongs even for the six ‘short' monophthongs, in stressed monosyllables. <ey are
placed in the vocograms according to the usual presentation order, but following
the criterion of gathering them into a reasonably small number of still readable
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˙ 108.4. <e South: still broader variants of vowels “ diphthongs.

/¤/ ≠(I¤¢, I¤Ù)

/¨/ ≠(=û¢, =¨¢)

/™/ ≠(™ÙÉ, eÙÈm-n)
/x, X/ ≠(E™Ù, Ä™Ù, ÄÙÉ)

/¤/ ≠(¤ÙÈ, I¤§)
/™, ¤/ ≠(eÙÈm-n)
/™/ ≠(™ÉÙ)
/x, X/ ≠(EÄÉ)

/¤È≤/ ≠(IiÈ, Ii∆|)
/™È≤/ ≠(™ÙÈ, ™Ù∆|) ≠≠(EÉ-)

/r:≤/ ≠(øP∆)
/ø:/ ≠(ñ∏P)
/A:, [:, Ø, ]/ ≠(aAå, aå)

/¨/ ≠(¨PÈ, ¨U§)
/r:≤/ ≠(ÖU∆)
/ø:/ ≠(ñOo)
/A:, [:, Ø, ]/ ≠(Aaå)
/¨È≤/ ≠(UuÈ, Uu∆|)
/r:≤/ ≠(øP, øPÈ0, øP∆|)
/ø:≤/ ≠(ñOø, ñøÈ0, ñO∆|)
±(øP, øPÈ0, øP∆|)

/ii/ ≠(…i, iÛ§)

/™¤/ ≠(E™I, Ä™I, -™Ù§)

/uu/ ≠(…¯, MU§)

/ø¨/ ≠(‘È¨, êP¨, ∏ÖP§)

/a™ú§û/ ≠(ÅÅ, Åå), /a™È≤/ ≠(Åaå)
/ii/ ≠(¢¤i, i¤§)

/aø/ ≠(xÄÖ, Ä∏Ö)
/a™È≤/ ≠(Å∏È, Å∏∆|)

/uu/ ≠(Ï%¯, ¨¯§, ¨u§)

/ø™/ ≠(ñ‘Ù, ñ‘°, øPÙ, øÈ°)

vocograms, as far as possible for mortals like us (luckily just mortals, nothing
more), without renouncing natural-phonetic precision. Of course, for natural phoneticians and their supporters, it is easy enough to ‘discover' which part of the
ﬁgure(s) to concentrate on, in turn. As a matter of fact, the phonemes and contexts speak for themselves. We just need to be a little patient, while amusing ourselves: great discoveries are at hand, just round the corner (of some vocograms)!
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108.9. <ese triphthongs include (please, notice that the di‡erent realizations,
shown in our trascriptions, can be given in the vocograms of di‡erent ﬁgures,
throughout all this chapter, to save space): /¤/ ï ≠(I¤¢, I¤Ù, ¤ÙÈ), /™úm-nû/ ï ≠(™ÙÉ, ™ÉÙ,
eÙÈm-n), /x, X/ ï ≠(E™Ù, Ä™Ù, ÄÙÉ, EÄÉ, EÙÉ, xÙÉ), /A:, [:, Ø, ]/ ï ≠(aAå, Aaå), /ø:/ ï
≠(ñ∏P, ñOP, ñP∆|, Øo∆|) ≠≠(ªoÈ, -∆|), /r:≤/ ï ≠(øP∆, ÖU∆), /¨/ ï ≠(=û¢, =¨¢, ¨PÈ).
Other triphthongs are for the diphthongs: /ii/ ï ≠(¢¤i), /™¤/ ï ≠(E™I, Ä™I), /a™È≤/
ï ≠(Åaå), /ø™/ ï ≠(ñ‘Ù, øPÙ), /ø¨/ ï ≠(‘È¨, êP¨, ∏ÖP), /aø/ ï ≠(xÄÖ, Ä∏Ö), /uu/ ï
≠(Ï%¯)÷ /¤È/ ï ≠(IiÈ, ¤iÈ, -∆|), /™È/ ï ≠(™ÙÈ, EÙÈ, EIÈ, ÄÙÈ, -∆|), /¨È/ ï ≠(UuÈ, uU∆|); and
also for: /ø:≤/ ï ≠(ñOø, ñOÈ, -∆|), ≠≠(ªoÈ, -∆|) “ /r:≤/ ï ≠(øPÈ, øP∆|) (just seen above).
108.10. Here are some examples: bid /'b¤d/ ≠('bI¤¢ﬂ, -I¤Ùﬂ, -¤ÙÈﬂ), win /'w¤n/ ≠('wI¤¢n,
-I¤Ùn, -¤ÙÈn) ≠≠(-eÙÈn), bed /'b™d/ ≠('b™ÙÉﬂ, -™ÉÙﬂ), then /'∑™n/ ≠('∑eÙÈn) Æ, bad /'bxd/
≠('bE™Ùﬂ, -Ä™Ùﬂ, -ÄÙ™ﬂ, -EÄÉﬂ, -EÙÉﬂ, -xÙÉﬂ), man /'mxn/ ≠('mE™Ùn, -Ä™Ùn, -ÄÙ™n, -EÄÉn,
-EÙÉn, -xÙÉn), John /'GØn/ ≠('GaAån, -Aaån), saw /'sø:/ ≠('sñ∏P, -ñP∆, -Øo∆) ≠≠(-ªo∆),
good /'g¨d/ ≠('g=û¢ﬂ, -=¨¢ﬂ, -¨PÈﬂ), bee /'bii/ ≠('b¢¤i), day /'d™¤/ ≠('dE™I, -Ä™I), ﬁre /'fa™È≤/
≠('fÅaå), boy /'bø™/ ≠('bñ‘Ù, -øPÙ), go /'gø¨/ ≠('g‘È¨, 'gêP¨, 'g∏ÖP), cow /'kaø/ ≠('khxÄÖ,
-Ä∏Ö), two /'tuu/ ≠('thÏ%¯), hear /'h¤È≤/ ≠('hIi∆), care /'k™È≤/ ≠('kh™Ù∆, -EÉ∆), poor /'p¨È≤/
≠('phUu∆, -øP, -oP∆), door /'dr:≤/ ≠('døP∆, -ÖU∆), war /'wø:≤/ ≠('wñOø, -ñO∆) ±(-øP∆).
108.11. Occasionally (\ not systematically), in the broadest accents, we can ﬁnd
triphthongs (and even tetraphthongs) for /é, é:, éé, é˘, éé˘, ééÈ/ + /<é/ (as shown
in ˙ 108.5), when /</ is not realized as a contoid, but as a vocoid (rather than (`)):
˙ 108.5. <e South: broadest variants of triphthongs “ tetraphthongs for the vocalization of
/¤<é/ (I>é, ≠I¤é)
/¤˘<é/ (I¤>é, ≠I¤Èé)
/™˘<é/ (eÙ>é, ≠eÙÈé)
/™<é/ (™>é, ≠™Éé)
/x<é/ (E>é, ≠EÄé)
/A:<é/ (AA>é, ≠(AAåé)

/¨<é/ (=>é, ≠=¢é)
/¨˘<é/ (=¢>é, ≠=¢Èé)
/È:<é/ (ÈÈ>é, ≠≠ÈÈ¢é, ≠‘Èé)
/˘:<é/ (∆>é) ≠(∆Xé, ‘Èé) ≠≠(ÈÈ¢é)
/r:<é/ (oo>é, ≠ooPé)
/ø:<é/ (OO>é, ≠ñ>é, ≠OOÖé, ≠≠ñ∏é)
/]<é/ (ñ>é, AA>é, ≠OÖ>é)
≠(ñ∏é, AAåé) ≠≠(OÖé)

/A:<é/ (AA>é, ≠AAåé)

/¨˘<é/ (¨È>é, ≠¨È¢é)
/r:<é/ (oo>é, ±øø>é)
(≠≠ooPé, ≠øøÖé)
/ø:<é/ (Øø>é, ±øø>é)
≠(ØøÖé, øøÖé)
/]<é/ (AA>é÷ Øø>é)
≠(AAåé÷ ØøÖé)

/ii<é/ (…i>é, ≠…i¤é)

/uu<é/ (…¯>é, ≠…¯=é)

/¤˘<é/ (IÈ>é, ≠IÈ¢é)
/™˘<é/ (eÈ>é, ±™È<é) ≠(eÈ¢é, ™È¢é)

/™¤È<é/ (ÄÙ>é, ≠ÄÙÈé)
/aø˘<é/ (xÖ>é, ≠xÖÈé)
/a™˘<é/ (ÅÅ>é, ≠ÅÅÄé)

/ø¨˘<é/ (ê¨>é, ≠ê¨Èé)
/ø™˘<é/ (ñÉ>é, ≠ñÉÈé)
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(triphthongs) /¤<é/ ï (≠I¤é), /™<é/ ï (≠™Éé), /x<é/ ï (≠EÄé), /¨<é/ ï (≠=¢é)÷
(triphthongs or tetraphthongs) /ø:<é/ ï ≠(ØøÖé, OOÖé, øøÖé) (≠≠ñ∏é), /r:<é/ ï
≠(ooPé, øøÖé), /]<é/ ï ≠(ñ∏é, ØøÖé, AAåé) (≠≠OÖé), /È:<é/ ï (≠‘Èé, ≠≠ÈÈ¢é), /˘:<é/
ï ≠(∆Xé, ‘Èé) (≠≠ÈÈ¢é)÷
(tetraphthongs) /¤˘<é/ ï (≠I¤Èé), /™˘<é/ ï ≠(eÙÈé, eÈ¢é, ™È¢é), /A:<é/ ï (≠AAåé), /¨˘<é/ ï
≠(=¢Èé, ¨È¢é)÷ /iiÈ<é/ ï (≠…i¤é), /™¤È<é/ ï (≠ÄÙÈé), /a™È<é/ ï (≠ÅÅÄé), /ø™˘<é/ ï (≠ñÉÈé),
/aø˘<é/ ï (≠xÖÈé), /ø¨È<é/ ï (≠ê¨Èé), /uu<é/ ï (≠…¯=é).
Here are some examples: very /'v™<i/ ('v™>I, -™É>I, ≠-™ÉI), sorry /'s]<i/ ('sA>I, -A√>I)
≠(-ñ∏I, -ØøÖI, AAåI) (≠≠OÖI), story /'str:<i/ ('stoP>I) ≠(-ooPI, -øøÖI), Mary /'m™˘<i/ ('mE‘>I) ≠(-eÙÈI, -eÈ¢I, -™È¢I).
108.12. A note seems necessary, at this point, about not a few treatises, which
(using the o‚cial IPA notation) resort to such symbols as ‘(y, Y, +)', for advanced
vocoids, or sequences as ‘(IjÈ), (ejÈ, eIjÈ, EjÈ, EIjÈ), (xjÈ, xIjÈ), (AwÈ, AUwÈ), (OUwÈ,
OwÈ), (oUwÈ), (UwÈ)', trying to indicate the southern drawl for /¤, ™, x, Ø, ø:, r:, ¨/
(of course, the last but one symbol stands for /r:≤, r:</).
It is obvious that Natural Phonetics cannot accept such things. Even our own
natural-phonetic notation would not be enough without our vocograms. In fact,
only with accurate vocograms can one actually do real phonetics (together with
orograms, tonograms, and other natural-phono-tonetic diagrams, as needed).
˙ 108.6. <e South: further variants.

/¤/ (≠I¤)
/'¤˙/ (Iú¤û, ≠eú¤û, ≠≠™ú¤û)

/¨/ (≠=¢)

/'™˙/ (™úÉû, ≠™ú¤û, ≠≠Iú¤û)

/i+/ (≠…imt)
/¤/ ≠(I¤¢pl)

/¨/ ≠(=û¢mt)

/™/ ≠≠(™ÙÉmt)
/x, X/ (EÙÉ, xÉ, ≠xÙÉ)
/¤È/ (‘/iiÈ/') ≠(¤iÈ)

/], ø:/ ≠(ñP∆, Øo∆)
/¨È/ ≠(…¯È) (‘/uuÈ/')
±(¨È) ≠≠pl(oPÈ)

/™È/ ≠(E¤È) ≠≠(ÄÙÈ) ≠pl:mt(EÙÈ)
/ø:≤, A:≤/ ≠≠pl:mt(ªoÈ)
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/¨È/ ≠(…¯∆|) (‘/uuÈ/')
±(¨∆|) ≠≠pl(oPÈ∆|)

/¤È/ (‘/iiÈ/') ≠(¤i∆|)

/™È/ ≠(E¤∆|) ≠≠(ÄÙ∆|) ≠pl:mt(EÙ∆|)
/ø:≤, A:≤/ ≠≠pl:mt(ªo∆|)
/uu/ (±Ï%, ≠¢¯)

/ii/ (±Ii, ≠¢i)

/ø¨/ (‘¨, ≠∆¨mt)
/ø™/ (≠Ø‘)
˙ 108.7. <e South: further di‡erent variants, including intonation.
/i/ (i, +I, ≠Ûi)
/¤/ (Iú¤û, eúÉûm-n), /¤˙/ (I˙, ≠’i˙)

/u/ (¯)
/¨/ (ûúÈû, ≠=úÈû, ±¨úÈû, ¨Uı)
/È/ (È, =*, ∆|), /È≤/ (Èúqû+-0)
/å/ (∆ú√û, ∆úºûı)
/], ø:/ (O∏, ≠OP, ≠≠,P), /Ø/ (Aúåû)
/w], ]n0/ §-aunC@ (Aå, O∏)
/A:/ (Aå), /A:m/ §-alm@ (Aåm, ≠Aªm)

/™/ (eúÉû, ±™úÉû), /™m-n/ (eúÉû, ±™úÉû)
/x, X/ (EúÄû, ™úÉûm-n, EúÉû˙)
/x</ (EúÄûq, ≠™úÉûq, ≠≠eúÉûq)

/¨È≤/ (¨Èúqû), /¨˘</ (UÈq)
/J¨È≤/ (¨Èúqû, ÈÈúqû), /J¨˘</ (UÈq, ÈÈq)
/r:≤/ (oÈúqû, ±øÈúqû), /r:</ (oÈq, oúPûq,
±øÖq), /ø:≤/ (øÈúqû)
/]<i-ø¨/ (Oú∏ûq, ≠åú√ûq)
/]<é/ (oúPûq, Oú∏ûq, ≠øúÖûq)
/A:≤/ (å√úqû, ±A√úqû), /A:</ (å√q, ±A√q)

/¤È≤/ (IÈúqû), /¤˘</ (IÈq)
/È:≤/ (ÈÈúqû), /È:</ (ÈÈq)
/˘:</ (∆ú√ûq, ±ÈÈq)
/™È≤/ (eÈúqû, ±™Èúqû)
/™˘</ (eÈq, ±™Èq, ±±™q)

/uu/ (»¯, ¯Uı)

/ii/ (Ûi, i¤®)

/ø™/ (ø¤, øÙ®, ≠øP®, ≠o-)
/ø¨/ (ê¨, ≠‘Ï, Öoı)

/™¤/ (™I, ™Ù®)
/aø/ (ÄÖúıû)

/ / (2 2 Ì 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

/a™/ (ÅÉ, ≠ÅÄ, ÅÙ=, ≠ÅÉ=, ≠Åå®)

/./ (2 ' 2 3)

/?/ (2 ' 2 1)

/÷/ (2 ' 3 2)

108.13. We now add ˙ 108.6-7, where additional variants can be found for either further very broad or light variants. <ey should be inspected very carefully
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and compared with the preceding ﬁgures. You may happen to hear these variants,
more or less frequently. <ose marked pl are particularly typical of ‘plantation areas'; while, those marked mt are of ‘mountain areas'.
108.14. As we have already said, in the South, we have /˘/ = /¤/ – /È/, so that
there is a di‡erence between /˘/ and /È/ (contrary to International and most
American usage, but in accordance with most British usage). <ese examples are
mostly from Wells 1982, § 6.5.10, and adapted to our transcription: rabbit /-¤t/,
but abbot /-Èt/; splendid /-¤d/ {/-˘d/} and mended /-¤d/ {/-˘d/}, but tendered /-Èd/
{/-È≤d/}; get 'im /-¤m/, but get 'em /-Èm/; roses/Rose's /-¤z/ {/-˘z/}, but Rosa's /-Èz/.
For /i, u/, we have (I, ≠¤, ±i÷ ¨, ±¯): city /'s¤ùi/ ('s¤Ù4I, ≠-¤, ±-i, ≠≠-Ûi), react /<i'xkt/ (>I'EÄkt, ≠≤¤-, ±<i-), situation /s¤cu'™¤SúÈûn/ (s¤cU'ÉISó, ±-¯-).
<e broad accent has /È/ for ﬁnal unstressed -ue˚ -ow and -i: continue /kÈn't¤njuu/
(kh=n'th¤Ù~j…¯, ≠-j∆), yellow /'j™lø¨/ ('j™Élê¨, ≠-7∆, ≠≠-ı∆), Mississippi /m¤s˘'s¤pi/ (&m¤s¤'s¤ÙpI, ≠-∆, -s's-).
Especially younger speakers may merge /ii§, ¤§÷ uu§, ¨§/: feel /'fii§/ ('fiÛ°, ≠-I¤°), ﬁll
/'f¤§/ ('f¤Ù§, ≠'fI¤°), pool /'puu§/ ('phûU°, ≠-=¨°), pull /'p¨§/ ('ph=¢°, ≠-=¨°). More
rarely they happen to merge /™¤§, ™§÷ ø¨§, ø:§, ø™§/: fail /'f™¤§/ ('fÉÙ°), fell /'f™§/ ('f™É°,
≠-ÉÙ°), foal /'fø¨§/ ('fÖ¨°) ≠(-øø°, -Øø°), fall /'fø:§/ ('fO∏°) ≠(-øø°, -Øø°), foil /'fø™§/
('føÙ°) ≠(-øø°, -Øø°). Other merged variants are also possible.
˙ 108.8. <e South: broad vocalization of /§/, with six short and two long monophthongs (corresponding to those in ˙ 108.1), producing either diphthongs or triphthongs (actually, di‡erent from any others).
/¤§/ (¤x)
/™§/ (™x)
/x§, X§/ (Ex)

/¤§/ (¤Ùx)
/™§/ (™Éx)
/x§, X§/ (EÄx)

/¨§/ (=x)
/§/ (x)
/È:≤§/ (Èx)
/å§/ (∆x)
/ø:§/ (Ox)
/Ø§/ (Ax)
/¨§/ (=¢x)
/°/ (x)
/È:≤§/ (ÈÈx)
/å§/ (∆Xx)
/ø:§/ (O∏x)
/Ø§/ (A√x)

108.15. As for the consonants, the typical accent presents /ã/ (Ww, hw, ±w):
why /'ãa™/ ('WwÅ;Ä, 'hw-, ±'w-) Æ; /ˆ/ (nj, ≠~, ±n÷ tj, ≠c, ±t÷ dj, ≠G, ±d): new /'nˆuu/
('nj…;¯, ≠'~-, ±'n-) Æ, tube /'tˆuub/ ('thj…;¯Ê, ≠'ch-, ±'th-) Æ, due /'dˆuu/ ('dj…;¯, ≠'G-, ±'d-)
Æ; /hj/ (hj, ˝j): huge /'hjuuG/ ('hj…;¯‚, ˝'j-) Æ.
But, the most typical feature, for the South, is its non-rhoticity, although, nowadays, lighter accents are rhotic, even though not systematically, in general. How-
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ever, it is better to consider typical southern –and rural (“ older)– accents as non-rhotic, but less typical –and urban (“ younger)– as rhotic.
<us, a ‘typical' non-rhotic accent is supposed to have /<é≤/ (>é`): rare /'<™È≤/ ('>E;∆)
Æ; while a rhotic accent has (<é<) (or (<éq); and, sometimes, (>éq), as a compromise
for neo-rhotic speakers) /<é≤/: ('<E;È<, -q, '>-). In addition, the typical accent has no
‘linking-r', except if introduced on purpose: far away /'fA:< È'w™¤/ ('fA√ úöû='wÉ;I) Æ.
Of course, ‘intrusive-r' is not used at all: saw it /'sø:¤t/ ('sO∏¤t) Æ. On the contrary, in
a very broad accent, we can ﬁnd ‘intrusive-l': saw it /'sø:¤t/ ('sO∏¤t, ≠≠'sO∏§¤t) Æ.
108.16. We also have /lé§/ (lé§, ≠7é-, ≠≠ıé-, -é°, ˝-éı): lily /'l¤li/ ('l¤ÙlI, ≠'7-, ≠≠'ı-) Æ,
Al /'x§/ ('EÄ°) Æ, cult /'kå§t/ ('kh∆X§t) Æ.
We often happen to read in ‘scientiﬁc' works that the sequences formed by /é§/
+ /m, p, b÷ f, v/ become exactly like simple /é/ + /m, p, b÷ f, v/. However, this is another hearing (and analyzing) problem, generally caused by personal and transcriptional unskillfulness. „en you do not have a su‚cient number of phones
(and respective symbols) –\ when you are hooked just on the o‚cial IPA, for instance– you do not even have hopes of clearly hearing the di‡erence between close
and similar, but di‡erent, phones.
In fact, as ˙ 108.8 shows, the possible broad ‘vocalization' of /§/ does not exactly correspond to any of the various typical diphthong taxophones of the di‡erent vowel phonemes that we have seen in ˙ 108.1-7. Not even in the accent shown
in the last vocogram of ˙ 108.7, with /éÈ≤, é:≤/ (éÈúqû, é:úqû) (also if (úqû ï `), in non-rhotic accents).
<us, it would be quite ill-advised to say, for instance, that help /'h™§p/ ('h™É§p,
≠'h™xp, ≠≠'h™Éxp) can become homophonous with hep /'h™p/ ('h™Ép), in spite of any
kind of possible drawling.
108.17. In broader accents, we can ﬁnd /†, ∑/ ≠≠(t, d) ≠(T, D) (‡, ƒ): this thing
/∑¤s'†¤˙/ (∑¤s'†I¤,, ƒ¤s'‡-, ≠D¤s'T-, ≠≠d¤s't-, -¤Ù,, ≠-e¤,, ≠≠-™¤,), and /S</ (≠≠s<, ≠ß>): shrub
/'S<åb/ ('S>∆XÊ, ≠'ß>-, ≠≠'s<-).
Again in broader accents, we have the typical and widespread nasalization of
/éö_, éö0, éö+/ (–ö), including the use of semi-nasal contoids (–Ñ) (\ with no
actual contact with any part of the palate, as in (m, n, «), ¬ ˙ 108.9): constant
/'kØnstÈnt/ ('khA√ïstÈnt, 'kh˙Úïst‹nt, 'kh˙Únst‹nt), camping /'kxmp¤˙/ ('khEÄmpI,, 'khíìmpi,, 'khíìmpi«). <ese are, often, unwisely described (and transcribed)
as actual pure nasalized vocoids –à la française– with no nasal contoid, especially
before voiceless contoids: ‘('kh˙st‹t, 'khípi)'.
˙ 108.9. <e South: some nasal and seminasal articulations.

m

n

˙

(M)

(∫)

(«)

108. <e South (proper)
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108.18. Let us end by indicating four typical southern pronunciations and some
frequent stress displacements. We just give phonemic transcriptions, independently
of any possible realizations: on /—]n/ is /ø:n/, going to (‘going-to, gonna') is /—gø:n/ and
non-rhotic ‘/—gr:≤n/': going to be (-m'b-), going to do (-n'd-), going to go (-˙'g-); can't is
/'kXnt/, and thing is /'†¤˙/, but with the frequent, though stigmatized, pronunciation
given ﬁrst, here: (≠≠'†™;¤,, ≠-e;¤,, -I;¤,) (˙ 108.6). It seems right to say that, transcribing them with ‘/oU, eI/' \ /—ø¨n, —gø¨n, 'k™¤nt, '†™¤˙/', is not fully correct (even if their
realizations might seem to correspond to neutral /ø¨, ™¤/), with (≠≠'kheÙnt) (˙ 108.3).
However, this might be acceptable for the Black-American accent (¬ § 116.8).
Besides, in the South, the grammeme -ing /¤˙/ is (i,, In, ¤n, ó), very frequently,
and not really stigmatized: ﬁshing /'f¤S¤˙/ ('f¤ÙSi,, -In, -¤n, -ó).
Very often, the following words can be stressed on their ﬁrst syllable: afternoon
/xftÈ≤'nuun/ ('EÄftÈ&n…¯n)˚ defense /d˘'f™ns/ ('d¤if™ïs)˚ Detroit /d˘'t<ø™t ('d¤i˛>ø¤t)/˚
event /¤'v™nt/ ('¤iv™nt)˚ hotel /hø¨'t™§/ ('hê¨t™§)˚ insurance /¤n'S¨˘<Èns/ ('¤ÙüS¨È>Èïs,
-SoP>-)˚ Monroe /mÈn'<ø¨, mån-, mØn-/ ('m∆XN>∆) Æ˚ police /pÈ'liis/ ('phê¨l¤is, -¤s)˚
umbrella /åm'b<™lÈ/ ('∆Xmb>™l∆) Æ.
108.19. Paraphonically, we can often ﬁnd breathy voice, §2 2@, which sounds lax,
a narrow pitch range, given to a compressed tonal setting, §”@ (¬ ˙ 49), and a lowered-larynx setting §æ@. In addition, we ﬁnd di‡erent articulatory settings: radical
≠§¸@, predorsal §›@, and postdorsal ˝§˛@ (¬ ˙ 168.3).
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139. A brief introduction to the British Isles (“ maps)
˙ 139.3. <e British Isles: complete accent areas.
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140.
London
(or Cockney proper)
140.1. Let us start with London and Cockney proper. Most typically, it is the
speech of the working-class of the East End of London˚ which includes the harbor.
<e main vocalic characteristics reside in its diphthongs, which we present in
the second vocogram of ˙ 140.1, while in the third vocogram we add both the less
broad variants (±, seven) and the broadest ones (≠, two {with grey edges}).
Frequently, speakers can ﬂuctuate between these three types: /ii/ (ÈÛ, ±¢i), /™¤/
(ÅÙ, ±Ä¤), /a™/ (ØÉ, ±ªÙ), /aø/ (EX, ±xX, ≠Åå) (the last variant, which is generally ‘described' as ‘(x:, a:)', is the most narrow diphthong of all), /ø™/ (o¤, ±oÙ), /ø¨/ (åP, ±^+,
≠åX), /uu/ (È%, ±¢%).
Usually, the diaphoneme /˘/ is /¤/ (¤). For [n]either we generally ﬁnd /ii/.
˙ 140.1. London (Cockney accent): vowels “ diphthongs (normally, its intonation corresponds
to the neutral one).
/ié/ (i)
/iò/ = /ii/ (ÈÛ)
/¤[§]/ (¤, ¤P, ’¤)
/È:≤/ (È:, È‘)
/π[§]/ (E[Ù0],
ÄP) {(±E)}
/å[§]/ (Å, aP)
/ii[§]/
(ÈÛ, ¤¢P)

/™¤[§]/
(ÅÙ, ÅÉP)

/u/ (%)
/¨[§]/
(¨, UP, ’¨)

/È/ (È,
û*, Å|)
/˘/ (¤)
/™[§]/ (™[¤0],
™P) {(±™)}

/å[§]/ (Å, aP)
/[j]uu[§]/
([j]È%, -¢¨P)
/ø¨/ (åP)

/aø/ (EX)

/ø:/ (oU)
{(±o:), (oUÈ
+ z/D, oUÅ|,
oU>é) = /¨È/}
/Ø/ (O[ø0])
{(±O)}
/A:/ (å:)
{(≠Ø:)]

/ø™[§]/
(o¤, oÙP)
/a™[§]/
(ØÉ, Ø‘P)
/[j]uu/
±([j]¢%,
[j]T%)

/ii/ (±¢i)
/ø™/ (±oÙ)
/™¤/ (±Ä¤)
/a™/ (±åÙ)

/aø/
(±πX)
{(≠Åå)]

/ø¨/
(±@+)
{(≠åX)}
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140. London (or Cockney proper)
˙ 140.2. London (Cockney accent): further vowels, diphthongs “ triphthongs.
/¤È≤/
(I‘, I:ò, IÅ|)
/¤˘</ (I:>é)
/™È≤/
(e‘, e:ò, eÅ|)
/™˘</ (e:>é)

/¤È≤-</ ≠(IÛ‘, IÛò,
IÛÅ|, IÛ>é)
/™È≤-</ ≠(e¤‘,
e¤ò, e¤Å|, e¤>é)

/[j]¨È≤/
([j]U‘, -U:ò, -UÅ|)
/[j]¨˘</
([j]U:>é) “ /[j]ø:≤/
/aøÈ≤/ (E‘, EÅ|)

/[j]¨È≤-</ ≠([j]oU‘,
-oUò, -oUÅ|,
-oU>é) = /[j]ø:≤/
/aøÈ≤/ ≠(Å:) “
≠(Åå‘, ÅåÅ|)

/aøÈ≤/
±(πX‘, πXÅ|)
“ ±(π‘, πÅ|)

/¤È≤/ ±(¤‘, ¤:ò,
¤Å|, ¤:>é)
/™È≤/ ±(™‘, ™:ò,
™Å|, ™:>é)

/iiÈ/
≠(ÈÛ‘, ÈÛÅ|)

/a™È≤/
(Ø‘, ØÅ|) “
(ØÉ‘, ØÉÅ|)
/a™˘</ (Ø‘>)

/a™È≤/
≠(Ø‘, ØÅ|)

/a™È≤/
±(åÙ‘, åÙÅ|)
“ ±(å‘, åÅ|)
/[j]¨È≤/ ±([j]o‘,
[j]o:ò, [j]oÅ|,
[j]o:>é)
/™¤È/ ≠(ÅÅ÷
= /[j]ø:≤/
ÅÙ‘, ÅÙÅ|)
±(Ä¤‘, Ä¤Å|÷
Ä‘, ÄÅ|)
/uuÈ/
/iiÈ/
±(¢%‘, ¢%Å|÷ ≠(¤‘, ¤Å|)
T%‘, T%Å|) ±(¢Û‘, ¢ÛÅ|)

/ø™È/
±(o¤‘, o¤Å|)
(oÙ‘, oÙÅ|)
≠(o‘, oÅ|)

/uuÈ/
≠(¨‘, ¨Å|)
≠(È%‘, È%Å|)

/ø¨È/
±(@+‘, @+Å|)
≠(å‘, åÅ|÷ åX‘, åXÅ|)

140.2. For the monophthongs, the most evident characteristics –in addition to
some timbres– are contextual diphthongizations. In fact, in the most typical and
broad accent, /™, x, Ø/ occurring in stressed monosyllables in (bi)checked syllables
–\ with /0+, 00+/– are pronounced (™¤, EÙ, Oø). For the ﬁrst two phonemes, this
fact is particularly clear with /n, nd, t, d÷ ˙, k, ks, g/ (although /t/ = (ö)) and with
other voiced C (but also with voiceless ones), as in: dad /'dxd/ ('DEÙ“) (for ('dx;ﬂ).
Something similar happens to /ø:ú≤û/, which most typically is (oU) (although in
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a less broad pronunciation it is (o:)), as in lawn˚ water˚ story /'lø:n, 'wø:ùÈ≤, 'stø:<i/
('lo;Un, 'woUöÅ, 'ß«oU>ÈÛ) (for ('lø:n, 'wø;tå, 'stø;>i)). In an intermediate accent, as in
the less broad one, in all positions, we always ﬁnd (o:, oU), respectively. Instead,
in the most typical and broadest accent, we ﬁnd (oUÅ), when in word-ﬁnal position before pauses.
140.3. However, in ﬁnal position, within sentences, or with the grammemes
/z+, d+/, we have (oU‘): paw˚ pore˚ pour˚ poor ('ãhoUÅ) (for /'pø:, 'pø:≤/ ('phø:), and
/'p¨È≤, -ø:≤/ ('phø:, -¨;å) for the last one {following the most international phonemic order}); paws˚ pores˚ pours˚ poor's ('ãhoU‘Ω) (for /'pø:z, 'pø:≤z/ ('phø:Ω), and
/'p¨È≤z, -ø:≤z/ ('phø:Ω, -¨;‘Ω)).
/ø:/ occurs more frequently (and the same is true of traditional and a‡ected pronunciations) than in the neutral accent, especially for /]/: o‡˚ cloth˚ cross /']f, 'kl]†,
'k<]s/ ('oUf, 'êhloUf, 'êh>oUs). Even /È:≤/ can be diphthongized (È:, È;‘); and also
the timbres of /A:, å/ are quite remarkable (for /Èú≤û+|/, too): car˚ further /'kA:≤,
'fÈ:≤∑È≤/ ('êhª:, ≠'êhØ:÷ 'fÈ;vÅ, 'fÈ‘-)˘
<e vowels which are followed by nasal consonants (and often those which are
preceded by nasals, too) are nasalized (as is the diphthong /aø/, quite often independently from context). For the grammeme /¤˙/ we have (¤n, ó); and, for -thing˚
(-f¤,ök) is frequent: mine˚ something˚ anything /'ma™n, 'såm†¤˙, '™ni†¤˙/ ('mÕ3n,
'sÄmf¤,ök, '™n-‹œ&f¤,ök).
140.4. <e ﬁrst and second vocograms in ˙ 140.2 show the realizations of /¤È≤,
¤˘<÷ ™È≤, ™˘<÷ újû¨È≤, -˘<÷ a™È≤, a™˘<÷ aøÈ≤, aø˘</ (often /újû¨-/ becomes /újûø:-/); instead, the third and fourth vocograms show the broadest variants, whereas the ﬁfth
to seventh vocograms give the least broad variants, including monophthongal variants (in the seventh vocogram) of: /¤È≤, -˘</ ±(¤‘, ¤:+, ¤Å|, ¤;>é), /™È≤, -˘</ ±(™‘, ™:+, ™Å|,
™;>é), /¨È≤, -˘</ ±(o‘, o:+, oÅ|, o;>é) (thus, as ±/újûø:≤, -</).
In addition, the last three vocograms (eighth to tenth) show the beginning of
the following triphthongs, including their diphthongal variants (but, on the vocograms, we just show their ﬁnal elements, (-‘, -Å|), by means of two small squares,
because it would be very di‚cult to draw them clearly enough, without avoiding
very disturbing overlappings of lines, or having to add further vocograms): /™¤È≤,
-˘</ ≠(ÅÅ÷ ÅÙ‘, ÅÙÅ|) ±(Ä¤‘, Ä¤Å|÷ Ä‘, ÄÅ|), /ø¨È≤, -˘</ ≠(å‘, åÅ|÷ åX‘, åXÅ|) ±(^+‘, ^+Å|),
/ø™È≤, -˘</ ≠(o‘, oÅ|) (oÙ‘, oÙÅ|) ±(o¤‘, o¤Å|), /iiÈ≤, -˘</ ≠(¤‘, ¤Å|÷ ÈÛ‘, ÈÛÅ|) ±(¢i‘, ¢iÅ|),
/uuÈ≤, -˘</ ≠(¨‘, ¨Å|÷ È%‘, È%Å|) ±(¢%‘, ¢%Å|÷ Ï%‘, Ï%Å|).
˙ 140.3. London (Cockney accent): typical neutralizations before /§/.

/¤[È]§, ii[È]§/ (¤P)
/™[È]§, È:≤§/ (ÉP)
/π§, ™¤[È]§, aø[È]§/ (ÅP)

/[j]¨[È]§, -uu[È]§, -ø:§/ ([j]ou)
{/[j]¨[È]§, -uu[È]§/ ±([j]Uu)}
/-[È]§, -°/ (P) (“ (±PU, ≠U)}
/ø¨§/ (OP) /ø¨lé/ (åPlé)
{in deriv. + (OPlé)}
/å§/ (aP) {≠(OP)}, /Ø§/ (OP)
/A:§, a™[È]§/ (åP)

140. London (or Cockney proper)
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140.5. We will now consider, in the vocogram of ˙ 140.3, the many (and typical) neutralizations of /éúéû/ + /§/, which is vocalized into (P) (in broader pronunciations, we ﬁnd (U); while, in less broad ones, we can have (PU)): /¤§, ¤È§, ii§, iiÈ§/
(¤P), /™§, ™È§, È:≤§/ (ÉP), /™¤§, x§, aø§, aøÈ§/ (ÅP), /å§/ (aP, ≠åP) (in the broadest accent, the diphthong may coincide with /ø¨lé/ (åPlé), when it is lexeme-internal),
/A:§, a™§, a™È§/ (ªP), /Ø§, ø¨§/ (OP) (in derivatives of /ø¨§/ we ﬁnd (OPlé), instead
of (åPlé), exactly as in mediatic pronunciation), /újû¨§, -¨È§, -uu§, -uuÈ§, -ø:§/ (újûou)
(for /újû¨§, -¨È§, -uu§, -uuÈ§/, we also ﬁnd a less broad realization, ±(újûUu)).
For /ø™§, ø™È§/, we have (oÙP) (even in less broad accents); for /-È§, -°, -§/ we have
(P) (and ≠(U), ±(PU)); -el˚ -al and 'll˚ after vowels, can be slightly lengthened (P;, ±PU)
(and the same is true of /-È§, -°/). For /-È§+é, -°+é, -§+é/, we ﬁnd (Plé, ≠Ulé), uncle Herbert ['Erbert] (&Å˙ökPl'È‘bÈöú«û).
In the ﬁrst two vocograms of ˙ 140.1, we have marked, in grey, also ﬁve V and
ﬁve VV, which before /§/ may not undergo the typical neutralization shown in the
last vocogram.
140.6. As far as the consonants are concerned, the most typical characteristic
refers to /p, t, k, c/, which are typically preglottalized, (ö=), also (öÒ), in all cases
where in the British accent synglottalization is possible (° Ã 21 “ Ã 23), or where
in mediatic British English preglottalization occurs (° § 56.12-15). Also for their
phonetic realizations we ﬁnd some di‡erences. In fact, in the most typical and
broadest pronunciations, /p, t, k/ are realized as the corresponding stopstrictives:
(ã, «, ê), also ‘aspirated' (in the normal contexts expected for neutral pronunciation, too): (ãh, «h, êh) (which can give the impression of stronger ‘aspiration').
However, the most typical and broad element is the substitution of /t, ù/ with (ö)
in all the cases seen in Ã 20, but with further typifying contexts (\ except before a
tautosyllabic stressed nucleus, or after pauses, or after /s/, ('«h, |«h, 's«, s«)).
Examples: butter /'båùÈ≤/ ('bÅö-Å)˚ water /'wø:ùÈ≤/ ('woUöÅ)˚ cotton /'kØtó/ ('êhOö-ó)˚
sitting /'s¤t¤˙/ ('s¤ö-ó)˚ bottom /'bØùÈm/ ('bOö-õ)˚ Burton /'bÈ:≤tó/ ('bÈ‘öó)˚ Elton /'™§tó/
('ÉPöó)˚ Clinton /'kl¤ntúÈûn/ ('êhl¤nöó)˚ little /'l¤ù°/ ('l¤ö-P)˚ partner /'pA:≤tnÈ≤/ ('ãhª;önÄ,
-Ø;ö-)˚ separately /'s™púÈû<Ètli/ ('s™ö-ã>¤ölÈÛ)˚ lots /'lØts/ ('lOös)˘
140.7. More examples: painter /'p™¤nùÈ≤/ ('ãhÄ’nöÅ, -náÅ, -nÅ, -n4Å, -nö«Å)˚
paint it /'p™¤nù˘t/ ('ãhÄ’nö¤ö, -ná¤ö, -n¤ö, -n4¤ö, -nö«¤ö)˚ Walter /'wø:§ùÈ≤/ ('woUöÅ)˚
halt it /'hø:§ù˘t/ ('oUö¤ö, -á¤ö, -4¤ö, -ö«¤ö)˚ start it /'stA:≤ù˘t/ ('ß«ª;ö¤ö, -á¤ö, -4¤ö, -ö«¤ö)˚
hit it /'h¤ù˘t/ ('¤ö-¤ö, '¤á-¤ö, '¤4-¤ö, '¤ö-«¤ö)˚ a little bit of butter /È'l¤ù° 'b¤ù Èv'båùÈ≤/ (È'l¤öP 'b¤ö È'bÅö-Å)˚ put up /'p¨ù 'åp/ ('ãh¨ö 'Åö-ã)˚ put it up /'p¨ù˘ù 'åp/ ('ãh¨ö-¤ö 'Åöã)˘
In less broad pronunciations, an incomplete, attenuated stop is possible: (á),
which is less ‘invasive'; the vocoid preceding (ö) can also be laryngealized, whereas
(ö) can become ‘zero', especially before another vocoid (adding, however, the creaky
phonation type), (éöé ï éáé ï üáé ï üé): a little bit of butter (È'l¤P 'b¤ È'bÅÅ).
Generally, forms such as lill /'l¤§/ ('l¤P) and little /'l¤ù°/ ('l¤P, 'l¤P;, 'l¤PU) maintain
some di‡erences even if the latter is actually pronounced in this way; as a matter of
fact, in addition to the creaky phonation type, /°/ is often lengthened (at least in a
tune).
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140.8. Before a vocoid (even if derived from /°/, and even between words), also
a less broad variant, (4), is possible (or even (ö«) in ‘elegant' speech, which we do not
indicate). It is also possible for (n4) to become (n); here we will report the relevant
examples, without spelling, following the order in which they are given above (§
140.6-7, including water and Walter): ('bÅ4-Å, 'woU4Å, 's¤4-’n, 'bO4-’m, 'l¤4-P), ('ãhÄ’n4Å, -nÅ÷ 'ãhÄ’n4¤ö, -n¤ö), ('woU4Å, 'oU4¤ö, 'ß«ª;4¤ö, '¤4-¤ö, È'l¤4-P 'b¤4 È'bÅ4-Å, 'ãh¨4 'Åöã,
'ãh¨4-¤4 'Åöã).
Other consonants can become (ö), especially /p, k/: stopping /'stØp¤˙/ ('ß«Oö-õ)˚
Philip liked it /'f¤l¤p 'la™kt¤t/ ('f¤l-¤ö 'lØÉö-«¤ö)˚ Cockney /'kØkni/ ('êhOö-nÈÛ)˘ In a previous example, we have seen that typically /d/ becomes stopstrictive, (D); besides,
commonly, /éd/ is realized as (éö), when it is word-ﬁnal and followed by C or V˚ and
in the grammeme sequence >-dn't≥ /-dót/, as well: bread and butter /'b<™dó 'båùÈ≤/
('b>™ö-õ 'bÅö-Å)˚ good boy /'g¨d 'bø™/ ('g¨ö 'bo;Ù)˚ I didn't /a™'d¤dót/ (ØÉ'D¤ö-óúö«û)˘
140.9. For /st, st<, sc/, broad pronunciations have (ß«, Ù˛>, Sc): stay /'st™¤/ ('ß«Å;Ù)˚
strong /'st<]˙/ ('Ù˛>O;˙)˚ question /'kw™scúÈûn/ ('êhw™ScÈn, -có)˘ In broad pronunciations, /†, ∑/ become /f, v/; however, there are many intermediate nuances, including the realizations of normal pronunciation: (f, v÷ f, ä÷ ˛, Ã÷ †, ∂÷ †, ∑).
More often, /+∑/ can be realized as (`, ﬂ, d, D): this house is mine /∑¤s'haøs ¤z'ma™n/ (¤s'E∆s ¤z'mÕ3n, ﬂ¤s-, d¤s-, D¤s-). As we have seen, the typical realization of /h/
is (`), which is a stigmatized pronunciation, and therefore can lead many speakers to hypercorrecting: eat /'iit/ ('hÈÛöú«û).
For /nˆ, tˆ, dˆ/, the typical Cockney pronunciation has no /ˆ/, but, in less broad
pronunciations, mediatic-like types are also possible: new /'nˆuu/ ('nÈ;%, 'n¢;%, '~¢;%,
'~Ï;%)˚ tune /'tˆuun/ ('«h‹;¨n, '«h¢;¨n, 'qh¢;¨n, 'qhÛ;¨n, 'ch¢;¨n, 'chÛ;¨n)˚ duke /'dˆuuk/
('DÈ%öê, 'D¢%öê, 'D¢%ök, 'ÁÏ%ök, 'G¢%ök, 'GÏ%ök).
140.10. <e attenuation of triphthong is extremely frequent, even between words,
also for /éé+’¤/: ﬁre /'fa™È≤/ ('fØ;Å, 'fª;Å)˚ I enjoy it /a™¤n'Gø™¤t/ (Ø¤ü'Go¤t, ª¤ü-).
Substantially, the Cockney intonation patterns correspond to the neutral ones,
with the addition of a paraphonic use of harsh voice: §—@.
140.11. Of course, the pronuncition described in this chapter –as the title itself
clearly says– is that of native speakers. It is obvious that a population, especially in
a metropolis like London, is not completely homogeneous, not only socially, but
also ethnically. <us, many communities can be found in the same place, as for instance those described in Ã 227, with ‘London-Jamaican' “ ‘Cockney-Jamaican' accents. Further, pehaps less large, communities certainly exist, with their peculiar
characteristics, too, which generally depend on their original provenance, as well.
But, another very important thing must be constantly kept in mind: that newcomers –especially from di‡erent cultural and ethnic backgrounds– also rely on a
kind of international pronunciation, usually drawn from tv and radio, more or
less heavily blended with their own possibilities and local linguistic situations. So,
when some Labovian sociolinguists (we prefer not to mention) tell us that in London (or in other similar places) there are some new vowel changes, we must
constantly bear in mind a serious caveat about their ‘discoveries'.

155.
Norfolk
(Norwich)
155.1. <e accent of Norwich (/'n]<-¤G, -c/, in Norfolk /'nø:≤fÈk/) has the typical peculiarities shown in ˙ 155.1, to be compared with those in the other areas of
this part and with Ã 56 and ˙ 155.2-3 (for both broader and lighter variants).
In ˙ 155.1, the most peculiar timbre is that of /A:, X/ (aå) (in the ﬁrst vocogram,
and even (≠ÅÅ), in the ﬁrst vocogram of ˙ 155.2): car /'kA:≤/ ('kha;å ≠-Å;Å)˚ last /'lXst/
('laåst, ≠-ÅÅst).
Further peculiarities of this accent are: the timbres of /Ø/ (O, ≠¬, ≠≠A) (again in
˙ 155.1-2), as in hot /'hØt/ ('hOt, ≠'h¬t, ≠≠'hAt); more and more often, /]/ becomes
/Ø/, rather than /ø:/, as before.
˙ 155.1. Norwich: vowels, diphthongs “ intonation.
/i/ (i)
/¤/ (¤, Ùı)

/u/ (¯)
/¨/ (û, ¨ı)
/È, ˘/ (È, ∆|) /¤È≤, ™È≤/
/ø:, ≠]/ (øø)
(™É)
/å/ (∆, ºı)
/È:≤/ (‘‘)
/Ø, ]/ (O)

/™/ (™, Äı)
/x/ (Ä, Åı)
/A:, X/ (aå)

/ø:≤, ¨È≤/ (øø)
/j¨È≤, S¨È≤/
ï/È:≤/ (‘‘)
/A:≤/ (aå)

/uu/ (1%, û¯ı)

/ii/ (Ùi, ÙÛı)

/rE/ ≠(È¯, Puı)

/ø™/ (øi, ø¤ı)

/ø¨/ (◊U, ∏Uı)
/aø/ (ÅÏ, Å¨ı)

/™¤/ (ÄI, Ä¤ı)

/ / (2 2 Ì 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

/./ (2 ' 2 3)

/?/ (2 ' 2 1)

/a™/ (ñI, ñ¤ı)

/÷/ (2 ' 3 2)

In addition, there is the tendency to generalize (È) in unstressed syllables (but with
no (=) taxophone in contact with velar or velarized contoids), not only for /È, ˘/: houses /'haøz˘z/ ('hÅÏzÈΩ), wanted /'w]nù˘d/ ('wOntÈﬂ), but also for /¤/, as in -ing /’¤˙/ (Èn)\
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falling /'fø:l¤˙/ ('føølÈn), this morning /∑¤s'mø:≤n¤˙/ (∑Ès'møønÈn), tell him /'t™l¤m/
('th™l-Èm), it is in the kitchen /¤ù¤z¤n∑È'k¤cúÈûn, ¤ts¤n-/ (Èt&¤zÈï∑È'kh¤c-ó, ÈTsÈï-). Once
this happened even to /i/, which now has regular (i) (except in some broad rural accents). However, we do have ﬁnal unstressed /ø¨/ ï /È/.
In addition, we ﬁnd the possible typical merger of /¤È, ™È/ (™É) (but with many
unmerged variants, given in the second vocogram of ˙ 155.2): beer /'b¤È≤/ (≠'b™;É,
≠≠-É;É, ±-Ù;∆, ±±-¤;∆), bear /'b™È≤/ (≠'b™;É, ±-E;É, ≠-e;É).
˙ 155.2. Norwich: broader or lighter variants.

/™/ ≠(É, ‘ı)
≠≠(Ù, Éı)
/x/ (≠E, ≠Äı÷
±Å, ±aı)
/A:, X/ (≠ÅÅ,
±aA, ±±A√)

/¨/ (≠Ï,
≠Pı, ≠≠=)
/å/ ±(√, ◊ı)
/Ø/
(≠≠A, ≠¬)

/¤È≤/ (±±¤È,
-∆+, ±ÙÉ,
-∆+, ≠ÉÉ)
/™È≤/
(±EÉ, ≠eÉ)

/uu/ (≠Ï%,
±1¯, ±±¨¯)
/ø™/ ≠(oi)

/ii/ ±(Ii, i¤ı)
/RJ/ ≠≠≠(™Ù)
/aø/
(≠Ä%, ±aÏ)

/ø¨/ (±º¯,
±±∆U, ≠◊U)

/¨È≤/ (±¨È,
-∆+÷ ±±øø)
/È:≤/ (≠É‘,
≠≠‘√)
/A:≤/ (±aA,
±±A√)

/™¤/ (±±™i,
±EI, ≠ÅI)

/a™/ (±±±aI,
±±√i, ±AI)

155.2. All diphthongs, in ˙ 155.1-2, have more or less peculiar realizations and
variants, and their second elements are fairly high, as can be seen in our vocograms. But the curious thing, for this accent, is that we have to introduce the diaphoneme /rE/ (È¯, Puı) (third vocogram of ˙ 155.1, often unsatisfactorily rendered as ‘/Uu, u:/'), in words derived from Middle English /OO/ (ï /oo/ in Early
Modern English, ï /ø¨/ in present-day English}, such as moan˚ nose˚ sole˚ toe˚ di‡erent from mown˚ knows˚ soul˚ tow˚ from Middle English /øu/ (ï /ø¨/ in present-day
English, again), with regular /ø¨/ (◊U, ∏Uı).
<ey are also di‡erent from moon˚ news˚ Sue'll˚ two, as well, with regular /uu/. (<at
is why ‘/Uu, u:/' are not suitable, even if /uu/ should be rendered as ‘/%:/', again unsatisfactorily, because the phonemes must be kept stable, for a unique phonemic system, for the same and only language, while their realizations may vary a lot, indeed.) „en needed, the appropriate diaphonemes have to be introduced, instead
of positing too many partially di‡erent systems, which does not help at all, but does
complicate things and ideas.
In addition, go and the adjective no may have /rE/, while know and the adverb
no have regular /ø¨/.
155.3. <e parallel (front) phenomenon, \ the introduction of the diaphoneme /RJ/ (™Ù), is no longer needed, except for some rare very old rural speakers.
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Its realization is among the further variants, in the third vocogram of ˙ 155.2. <is
was current in words such as mane˚ daze˚ from Middle English /ÅÅ/ (ï /EE/ in Early
Modern English, ï /™¤/ present-day English}, di‡erent from main˚ days˚ from Middle English /Äi/ (ï present-day English /™¤/, again).
It seems quite likely that also /rE/ will soon change into regular /ø¨/, as will
happen to a number of words (again with /ø¨/ in the common language), which
are pronounced, instead, with the /¨/ phoneme, in the broad accent: boat˚ bone˚
comb˚ home˚ whole˚ froze˚ oats˚ road. <e same is true for some others, with di‡erent phonemes in common English, for instance, /¨/ again both in tooth (/uu/) and
because (/]/). <ese highly stigmatized and rural features are very rare, now.
155.4. Another very peculiar feature of this Norfolk accent is the extreme spread of
smoothing, as shown in ˙ 155.3, both for broad and mild accents. <e ﬁrst vocogram
gives the result of the eight diphthongs (including /rE/) followed by /È/, where the eigth
phonemic triphthongs change into diphthongs. Let us see some examples: player
/'pl™¤È≤/ ('phlÄ;‘), ﬁre /'fa™È≤/ ('fñ;‘), tower /'taøÈ≤/ ('thÅ;‘), you know it /ju'nø¨¤t/ (jÈ'n◊;‘ö, -∏;Öö), they allow it /∑™¤È'laø¤t/ (∑È'lÅ;‘ö), do it /'duu¤t/ ('d1;‘ö, -È;‘ö).
<e second vocogram, in ˙ 155.3, shows a further degree of smoothing, and a number of typical possible neutralizations: ﬁre /'fa™È≤/ ('fA;å), tower /'taøÈ≤/ ('thA;å), being
/'bii¤˙/ ('bÙ;Én), pier /'p¤È≤/ ('phÙ;É, ≠-™;É), player /'pl™¤È≤/ ('phlÄ;‘, ≠-™;É), care /'k™È≤/
('khÄ;‘, ≠-™;É), knowing /'nø¨¤˙/ ('n∏;Ön, -ø;Ön), doing /'duu¤˙/ ('dø;Ön, -‘;‘n), going
/'gø¨¤˙/ {/'grE¤˙/} ('gø;Ön), employing /¤m'plø™¤˙/ (Èm'phlø;Ön), cure /'khj¨È≤/ ('khø;Ö,
'kh‘;‘).
˙ 155.3. Norwich: typical smoothing.
moderate smoothing

/iiÈ/ (Ù‘)
/™¤È/ (Ä‘)
/aøÈ/ (Å‘)

/uuÈ/ (1‘)
/rEÈ/ (È‘)
/ø™È/ (ø‘)
/ø¨È/ (◊‘)
/a™È/ (ñ‘)

strong smoothing “ neutralizations
/uuÈ/
ï/È:/ (‘‘)
ï/¨È, rEÈ, ø™È/
(øÖ)
/iiÈ, ¤È/
/rEÈ, ø™È, ¨È/
(ÙÉ, ™É)
(øÖ)
/™¤È, ™È/
/ø¨È/ (∏Ö, øÖ)
(Ä‘, ™É)
/a™È, aøÈ/ (Aå)

155.5. As for the consonants, in rural areas we can ﬁnd /h/ (h), /lé§/ (lél), while
in Norwich we have /h/ (h, ≠`), /lé§/ (léı); there is no trace of (§, °) or vocalization
yet. However, /p, t, ù, k÷ c/ (∫, ÿ, Ü÷ C), /t+, éù°, éùé/ (ö, ±t), /énùé/ (–nöé) are widespread in the whole area, but not in sequences of two: put it /'p¨ù¤t/ ('phûtÈö); and
/</ (V) is spreading, as well.
But, the most peculiar Norfolk phenomenon is /juu, j¨/ ï /uu, ¨/, after any
consonant, not only for /ˆ/ (except in absolute initial position, where now we ﬁnd
/+j/; although, in a very broad accent, we can still have even /+juu, +j¨/ ï /`uu, `¨/):
new /'nˆuu/ ('n1;%), tune /'tˆuun/ ('th1;%n), due /'dˆuu/ ('d1;%), few /'fjuu/ ('f1;%), queue
/'kjuu/ ('kh1;%), huge /'hjuuG/ ('h1;%‚), curious /'kj¨˘<iÈs/ ('khøø>iÈs, 'kh‘‘-); use (v.)
/'juuz/ ('j1;%Ω, ≠'1;%Ω).
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155.6. Paraphonically, the broad accent is characterized by a raised larynx setting §Æ@, creaky voice §~@, and faucalization §Ñ@, low predorsal tongue setting, §˝@,
in di‡erent proportions; this produces a kind of metallic voice, and stronger loudness §"@.
A further typical, and noticeable, feature concerns the di‡erence between stressed
and unstressed syllables, which produces a peculiar and easily recognizable rhythm.
In fact, the long vowels and diphthongs are not much reduced, when followed by
voiceless consonants or unstressed syllables, in the same word or rhythm group;
while, the unstressed vowels, besides tending to become /È/, are further shortened
or even dropped.
Examples: opposition /ØpÈ'z¤SúÈûn/ (&OpÈ'z¤S-ó, Op'z-), controversy /kÈn't<ØvÈ≤si, 'kØnt<ÈvÈú:û≤si/ (khó'˛h>Ov-Èsi, -OÑ-si, 'khON˛>ÈvÈsi, -ÈÑsi), holidays /'hØlÈd™¤z, -diz/ ('hOl-ÈdiΩ,
'hOıdÈΩ), half past two /'hXf 'pXst 'tuu/ ('ha;åf pÈs'th1;%), forty ﬁve /'fø:≤ùi 'fa™v/ ('fø;øöi 'fñ;IÑ, -öî, -öO), am I? /'xma™/ ('Äm-∆), in the middle of the night /¤n∑È'm¤d° Èv∑È'na™t/ (î∑È'm¤d-Í*∑È'nñ;It, ó∑'m-, -∑'ï-), as far as I can see /Èz'fA:< Èza™kÈn'sii/ (Ç'fa;å>
ÇñIkó'sÙ;i, Ç∆kó-).

160.
Cornwall
(Truro)
160.1. Cornwall is very peripheral and isolated, indeed, as Norfolk is (Ã 155).
<us the Cornwall accent has its own peculiarities, too. Let us start with ˙ 160.1,
which has a familiar look, because we are still in the West Country. But the tonograms are quite peculiar: notice the protonic syllables and the conclusive and suspensive tonic ones, which immediately remind the Celtic modulation, with their
rising movement (however slightly), that makes one think of the waves around the
coasts of Cornwall (and let us end this poetic, not scientiﬁc, digression).
˙ 160.1. Cornwall (Truro): vowels, diphthongs “ intonation.
/ié, i+/ (i)
/¤/ (¤, Ùı)
/È/ (È, ∆+, ≠∆q+)
/˘/ (È, ¤z+, ¤d+)
/™/ (™, Äı)
/x, [:/ (Å, aı)

/u/ (¯)
/¤È≤/ (IÈq)
/¨/ (û, ¨ı)
/ø:/ (oø{ı})
/È:≤/ (‘‘q)
/˘:≤/
/å/ (∆, ºı)
(∆q, ‘‘q)
/Ø, ]/ (O{ı})
/A:, X/ (Aå{ı}) /™È≤/ (EÄq)

/¨È≤/ (UÈq)
(“ ï /ø:≤/}
/È≤/ (Èq)
/ø:≤, r:≤/
(øøq)
/A:≤/ (Aåq)

/uu/ (Ï¯, ¯uı)

/ii/ (¤i, iIı)

/ø¨/ (Ö¨{ı})
/™¤/ (™I, ™¤ı)

/a™/
(©¤, ©Ùı)

/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

/./ (2 ' 2 3)

/ø™/
(øI, øÙı)

/aø/
(ÄÏ, Ä¨ı)

/?/ (2 ' 2 1)

/÷/ (2 ' 2 2)

160.2. In the vocograms of ˙ 160.2, we might emphasize the qualities of the starting points of (≠ÉI) /™¤/, /a™/ (±∏¤) (however, less marked than ‘normal' Cornwall (©¤),
seen in ˙ 160.1), /uuú§û/ ≠(1¯, ûUı), and indeed the variant /uu§/ (≠≠øoı): pool /'puu§/
(≠'phû;Uı, ≠≠'phÖ;oı), which is still di‡erent from pole /'pø¨§/ (≠'phÖ;Uı, ≠≠'ph∏;Uı), especially because speakers who say pool /'puu§/ (≠≠'phÖ;oı) will also use the broadest
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variant for the other word, as well: pole /'pø¨§/ (≠≠'ph∏;Uı). Of course, the hearers may
be in a state of uncertainty. And this is quite understandable, especially if we consider the actual and possible typical neutralizations that we will see in ˙ 160.4.
˙ 160.2. Cornwall (Truro): broader and lighter variants.
/i+/ ≠(¤i)
/x˙/
≠(Ä{É}˙)
/x/ ±(Ä, Å{Ä})
/A:/ ≠(aå)
/ii/ ±(Ii, iiı)

/™¤/ ≠(ÉI, É¤ı)

/¨/
≠(X, xı, oı)
/å/ ±(√)
/A:m/
≠(A∏m) -alm

/¤È≤/
(≠¤∆q, ±¤∆)
/È:≤/ (≠‘Èq,
±‘È, ±‘∆)
/™È≤/
(≠™∆q, ±™∆)

/¨È≤/
(≠¨∆q, ±¨∆)
/ø:≤/
(≠ø∆q, ≠ø∆)
/È≤/ (≠∆q, ±∆)
/A:≤/ (≠åAq,
≠≠aAq, ≠aA)

/uu/ ≠(1¯,
ûUı) ≠≠(Öoı)
/ø™/
≠≠(ÖI, Ö¤ı)

/ø¨/ ±(‘¨,
ÖUı) ≠≠(∏Uı)
/ø™/ ≠(O¤, OÙı)

/aø/
±(ÅÏ, Å¨ı)

/a™/
±(∏¤, ∏Ùı)

160.3. <e interested readers should carefully examine all vocograms before we
pass to ˙ 160.3, where we can ﬁnd the typical rural realizations of the broadest accent: /uu/ ≠≠(%y, %¯ı), /™¤/ ≠≠(Ùe, ÙÙı), /ø¨/ ≠≠(Poúıû), /a™/ ≠≠(◊I, ◊¤ı), /aø/ ≠≠(‘%,
‘Ïı), and/Ø, ]/ (≠∏, ≠≠∏, ≠≠≠¬) ((∏) is a ‘rounded (a)'): two /'tuu/ (≠≠'th%;y), now
/'naø/ (≠≠'n‘;%), top /'tØp/ (≠'th∏p, ≠≠'th∏p, ≠≠≠'th¬p).
<e sequences /úéûé˘<é/ generally have /˘/ ï (`) (especially with /a™, aø/+/˘<é/):
ﬁring /'fa™˘<¤˙/ ('f∏¤<¤n). In the broad accent, we ﬁnd -age˚ -ing˚ -ish˚ -y /˘G, ¤˙, ¤S,
i/ (¤i‚, ¤in, iS, ¤i+): village /'v¤l˘G/ ('v¤l-¤i‚), sailing /'s™¤l¤˙/ ('s™Il¤in), English /'¤˙gl¤S/ ('¤,GliS), city /s¤ùi/ ('s¤4-¤i).
In the broad accent, ﬁnal /È/ ï (≠º, ≠≠Ö) (too often interpreted as if it were ‘/È§,
°/'): America /È'm™<˘kÈ/ (È'm™<-Èk∆, ≠-º, ≠≠-Ö), idea /a™'d¤È, -iiÈ/ (©¤'d¤;∆, ≠-¤;º, ≠≠-¤;Ö).
In typical rural accents, we have ≠≠(È'm™<-Èk∆q, ◊I'd¤;∆q).
Generally, the schwa is kept in the endings /0úÈûn/ (0Èn): revolution /<™vÈ'luuSúÈûn/
(&<™vÈ'lÏ¯SÈn). In rural speech, /™, x/ ï (™Ù, ÅÉ), especially before /g, S/ (variably before
/k/): egg /'™g/ ('™Ù"), bag /'bxg/ ('bÅÉ"). <ere is a reduced form for got /’gØt/ (’g∆ö, ’gÈö).
˙ 160.3. Cornwall (Truro): typical rural taxophones.
/uu/ ≠≠(%y, %¯ı)
/™¤/ ≠≠(Ùe, ÙÙı)
/aø/ ≠≠(‘%, ‘Ïı)

/ø¨/ ≠≠(Po{ı})
/a™/ ≠≠(◊I, ◊¤ı)
/Ø, ]/ (≠∏, ≠≠¿, ≠≠≠¬)
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160.4. We now pass to ˙ 160.4, where we can see the possible and typical (and even
multiple) neutralizations before /§/: ﬁll /'f¤§/ ('f¤;¤ı), feel /'fii§/ ('f¤;¤ı, 'fÉ;Éı), fail /'f™¤§/
('fÉ;Éı), sell /'s™§/ ('sÄ;Äı), sal /'sx§/ ('sÄ;Äı, 'sa;aı), sowl /'saø§/ ('sa;aı), gull /'gå§/ ('g∏;∏ı),
guile /'ga™§/ ('g∏;∏ı), fool /'fuu§/ ('f¨;¨ı), full /'f¨§/ ('f¨;¨ı, 'fø;øı), foal /'fø¨§/ ('fø;øı), fall
/'fø:§/ ('fø;øı), foil /'fø™§/ ('fø;øı).
<e assimilative taxophone /È/ (=), in contact with velar or velarized consonants, generally, only occurs in lighter accents: again /È'g™n/ (È'G™n:, ±=-), contain
/kÈn't™¤n/ (khÈn'th™;In, ±kh=n-).
For the word water /'w]ùÈ≤/, we can have ('wO4-Èq), and in rural accents (≠'w∏-,
≠≠'w∏-, ≠≠≠'w¬-), all with short ‘/Ø/'.
˙ 160.4. Cornwall (Truro): typical possible neutralizations.
/¤ı, iiı/ (¤¤ı)

/¨ı, uuı/ (¨¨ı)

/iiı, ™¤ı/ (ÉÉı)

/uuı, ø¨ı, ø:ı, ø™ı/ (øøı)

/™ı, xı/ (ÄÄı)
/xı, aøı/ (aaı)

/åı, a™ı/ (∏∏ı)

160.5. <ere are instances of /†/ (≠f), but especially very frequent occurrences of
/t, ù/ (ö), in various contexts: (ö+, ö0, éöó, éö°): cat /'kxt/ ('khÅö), technical /'t™kn¤k°/
('th™önÈk®, ±-=k®), exactly /˘g'zxktli/ (Èg'zÅöli, ≠-Ii, ≠≠-¤i, ±=g-), bottle /'bØù°/ ('bOö®),
cotton /'kØtó/ ('khOö-Èn) (both words, in rural accents, have: (≠-∏-, ≠≠-∏-, ≠≠≠-¬-)}; and
(é4é, éöé): better /'b™ùÈ≤/ ('b™4-Èq, 'b™ö-Èq) (±-=q).
Besides /</ (<), we can occasionally ﬁnd (q, ƒ, ⁄), also for /≤/; whereas, in milder
urban accents, we can have /≤/ (`). For /lé§/ we ﬁnd (lé, ≠7é, éı), but not yet (é§);
/éé≤§/ (éé<®) is frequent: snarl /'snA:≤§/ ('snAå<®), world /'wÈ:≤§d/ ('w‘‘<®ﬂ).
For /st</ we can have: street /'st<iit/ ('st<¤it, ≠'St<-); more often, we ﬁnd /nˆ, tˆ, dˆ/
(n, c, G): new /'nˆuu/ ('nÏ;%), tune /'tˆuun/ ('chÏ;%n), due /'dˆuu/ ('GÏ;%).
<e typical West-Country voicing of initial voiceless constrictives is less widespread (and decidedly less in southern Cornwall); it occurs especially in rural
speech, with /=/ (≠Ò, ≠≠Ê): seven /'s™vúÈûn/ ('s™v-Èn, ≠'Ω-, ≠≠'z-).
In tunes, even monosyllables followed by /=/, generally, keep their length unreduced: night /'na™t/ ('n©;¤ö)˚ or are lengthened in non-lengthening contexts, as well:
sick /'s¤k/ ('s¤¤k).

161.
West Midlands
(Birmingham, ‘Brummie')
161.1. <e linguistic Midlands include the West Midlands, with Birmingham
(the second largest city in England – and, indeed, in the British Isles, ¬ ˙ 139.4)
and Stratford-on-Avon (in Warwickshire, where William Shakespeare was born and
buried), and the East Midlands, with Leicester (in Leicestershire, and Nottingham,
in Nottinghamshire, famous for its associations with the Robin Hood legend), and
Lincoln (in Lincolnshire, one of the main agricultural counties in England).
Arguably, even linguistically, the Midlands occupy an intermediate position between the South and the North of England.
161.2. Of course, we start from Birmingham, and the ‘Black Country' (where,
in the past, there were many factories that produced a lot of dirty smoke). In ˙
161.1, we can see the typical accent of Birmingham, ‘Brummie'; in ˙ 161.2, there
are many variants, both broad and mild, in various degrees.
Starting from ˙ 161.1, let us consider the two main peculiarities of the Midlands. <e di‡erence between /¨, å/ and between /x, A:/ (and /X, [:/) may be entirely lost, in the broadest accent. In fact, both pairs may completely lack their second element: put /'p¨t/ (neutral English ('ph¨t)} ('ph¨t), putt /'påt/ (neutral English ('phåt)} (≠≠≠'ph¨t), ant /'xnt/ ('Ånt) (neutral English ('xnt)}, aunt /'Xnt/ (neutral British English ('A;nt)} ('Ånt).
161.3. However, the exact variation can clearly show that this is only one possibility among many others (¬ ˙ 161.1-2, for a complete survey).
As a matter of fact, for this accent, we do have:
put /'p¨t/ ('ph¨t, ≠-Ut, ≠≠-Pt, ≠≠≠'phût, ≠≠≠≠'phÏt),
putt /'påt/ (≠≠≠≠'ph¨t, ≠≠≠-Pt, ≠≠'ph=t, ≠-Xt, ±-∆t, ±±-ºt, ±±±-√t),
ant /'xnt/ (≠≠'aænt, ≠'ant, 'Ånt, ±'Änt, ±±'xnt),
aunt /'Xnt/ (±±'xnt, ±'Ånt, ≠'xxnt, ≠≠'ÅÅnt, ≠≠≠'aant, ≠≠≠≠'aAnt, ≠≠≠≠≠'åªnt) – according to International and American pronunciation; while, according to British pronunciation, we would have:
(±±±'AAnt, ±±'aAnt, ±'aant, 'åªnt, ≠'ÅÅnt, ≠≠'xxnt, ≠≠≠'xnt).
(We include (x), although it does not appear in the vocograms, because this
neutral pronunciation is not completely impossible, at least for Black-Country
speakers who exhibit a non-local accent, or a mild mixed accent – at least for some
words, or in some occasions or situations.)
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161. West Midlands (Birmingham, ‘Brummie')
˙ 161.1. West Midlands (Birmingham): vowels, diphthongs “ intonation.
/u/ (¯)
/¨/ (¨{ı})
/È/ (È, =*, ∆+), /˘/ (I)
/å/ (º{ı}) {ï /¨/ ≠≠≠≠(¨{ı})}
/ø:, ≠]/ (øø{ı})
/Ø, ]/ (ñ{ı})
/A:≤, A:<, A:m/ -alm (aa, ±aA)

/i/ (ié, ÙÛ+)
/¤/ (i, Iı)
/™/ (e, Éı)
/x, [:/ (Å, Äı)
/A:/ (Å, Äı) ±(ÅÅ, ÅÄı)
/X/ (Å, Äı) ±±(ÅÅ, ÅÄı)

/¨È≤/ (¯È, ¯∆|)
(+ /ø:≤/ (øø)}

/¤È≤/ (iÈ, i∆|)
/™È≤/ (eÙ)
(ï /È:≤/ ≠≠(ÙÙ)}
/È:≤/ (ÙÙ)
/˘:≤/ (∆)
{ï /¨/ ≠≠≠≠(¨)}

/ø:≤, r:≤/ (øø)

/uu/
(È¯, ûuı)

/ii/
(ÙÛ, I¤ı)

/ø™/
(oI, o¤ı)

/ø¨/
(√U, ∏Uı)

/™¤/
(Å¤, ÅÙı)

/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

/aø/
(ÄÏ, ÄPı)

/./ (2 ' 2 3)

/?/ (2 ' 2 1)

/a™/
(ñ¤, ñÙı)

/÷/ (2 6 2 2)

161.4. In the ﬁrst case –put “ putt– we can have two pronunciations in common: ('ph¨t, 'phPt); but, actually, they are: put ('ph¨t, ≠≠'phPt), putt (≠≠≠≠'ph¨t,
≠≠≠'phPt). In the second case –ant “ aunt– we have three pronunciations in common: ('Ånt, 'Änt, 'xnt); actually: ant (±±'xnt, ±'Änt, 'Ånt), aunt (±±'xnt, ±'Änt, 'Ånt)
(but (≠'Ånt, ≠≠'Änt, ≠≠≠'xnt), considering British English).
Indeed, things are a bit more complicated, because, in this Black-Country accent, /x/ can be lengthened, while keeping its timbres. Indeed, from a modern
–and International– point of view, it is better not to distinguish between /x/ and
/X/. However, the opposition between /¨/ and /å/ is absolutely necessary, today (especially outside England).
It is worth while examining closely the ﬁrst vocogram of ˙ 161.1 and the ﬁrst
two of ˙ 161.2 to see the di‡erent realizations of the phonemes just seen. Of
course, all the others must not be overlooked, as well.
161.5. In any case, all this means that the possibility of confusion, especially
for /¨, å/, mostly depends on the hearers, because sociophonically our arrows are
clear indicators of di‡erent levels of language usages, which very seldom occur simultaneously in one and the same speaker.
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˙ 161.2. West Midlands (Birmingham): broad and mild variants.
/i+/ (±¤i, ±±Ii, ±±±i)
/¤/ ±(I, ¤ı)

/u/ ≠(%)
/¨/ ≠(Ï, û{ı}, U{ı}, P{ı})
/È/ ±(√|), /å/ ≠≠≠≠(¨) {= /¨/}
/ø:/ (≠oø{ı}, ≠≠PÖ{ı})

/™/ ±(™, Éı) ≠(E, Äı)

/Ø/ ≠(A{ı})
/A:≤, A:</ {“ /A:m/ -alm] (≠åª)

/x, X, A:, [:/ (±Ä,
¬ ≠a, ≠≠a,
æ ≠åı)

/™¤/
+(™i, ™Iı)
±(EI, E¤ı)
≠≠(å¤, åÙı)

/å/
/¤È≤/
≠≠≠(P, Öı)
+(IÈ, I∆|)
≠≠(=, ûı)
±(¤È, ¤∆|)
≠(X, xı)
±±(-√|)
±(∆{ı}) ±±(√{ı})
/™È≤/
/A:/
(aa{ı}, ±Aa{ı}, (±™É,
±AA{ı}, ≠Aª{ı}) +EÄ)

/¨È≤/ ±(¨È,
¨∆|) ±±(-√|)
+(UÈ, U∆|)
(+ /r:≤, ø:≤/}

/ii, i+/
±±(Ii, i¤ı)
(¤i, ≠¢Û)
/È:≤/ (+ÈÙ,
++‘É, ±ÈÈ, ±±‘‘)
/r:≤/ ï /ø¨È≤/
≠≠(√UÈ, √U∆|)

/uu/
+(Ï%, =¯ı)
±(=¯, ¨¯ı)

/ø™/
≠≠(¨I, ¨¤ı)
±(ø¤, øÙı)

/™¤/
≠(Ei, EIı)
≠≠(ÄI, Ä¤ı)
≠≠≠(a¤, aÙı)

/a™/
±±(aI, a¤ı)
≠(ª¤, ªÙı)
/aø/
≠(EÏ, E¨ı)
+(x¨{ı})
/ø¨/ +(‘%, (±Å¨{ı},
∏Uı, ∏øı÷
±±aP{ı})
åU, ∆¯, OUı) ≠≠(Åå{ı},
aå{ı})

/r:≤/ (˝oø)
(˝˝PÖ)

/ø™/
≠(O¤, OÙı)
≠≠(Ø¤, ØÙı)

/a™/
+(AI, A¤ı)
≠≠(∏¤, ∏Ùı)

161. West Midlands (Birmingham, ‘Brummie')
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For the diaphoneme /]/, we have two correspondences, according to speakers
and words. „ile, in milder accents, we have /Ø, ]/ (ñ, ≠A), /ø:/ (øø, ≠oø, ≠≠PÖ);
in broader accents, instead, we ﬁnd /Ø/ (≠A, ñ), /], ø:/ (≠≠PÖ, ≠oø, øø) (although,
with mixed usages): o‡ /']f/ ('ñf, ≠'Af, ≠≠'PÖf, ≠'oøf, 'øøf).
161.6. Further particularities are the peculiar timbres of /¤/ (i, Iı) ±(I, ¤ı), /™/ (e,
É¬ı) ±(™, Éµı) ≠(E, Äı), /i+/ (ÙÛ, ±¤i, ±±Ii, ±±±i) (but we will limit our exempliﬁcations,
here, to some taxophones of ˙ 161.1, leaving to the readers the task of comparing
the realizations given in ˙ 161.2): city /'s¤ùi/ ('siÿ-ÙÛ), will /'w¤§/ ('wIı:), yes /'j™s/ ('jes),
well /'w™§/ ('wÉı:).
<e typical accent has peculiarly close vocoids (although with less strange variants, given in ˙ 161.2), also for /¤È, ™È, ¨È/ (iÈ, i∆|÷ eÙ÷ ¯È, ¯∆|): here /'h¤È≤/ ('hi;∆),
there /'∑™È≤/ ('∑e;Ù), tour /'t¨È≤/ ('th¯;∆).
<e typical broad accent can still distinguish between /ø:≤/ (øø) (≠oø, ≠≠PÖ) and
/r:≤/ (øø) (˝oø, ˝˝PÖ), in addition to ≠≠(√UÈ, √U∆|), which corresponds to /ø¨È/ (given in the fourth vocogram of ˙ 161.2): war /'wø:≤/ ('wø;ø) (≠-o;ø, ≠≠-P;Ö), four /'fr:≤/
('fø;ø) (˝-o;ø, ˝˝-P;Ö, ≠≠-√U∆). Characteristic are also /È:/ (ÙÙ, ±ÈÈ, ±±‘‘, ˝ÈÈ, ˝˝‘É): furry
/'fÈ:<i/ ('f∆>-ÙÛ), /˘:/ (∆): hurry /'h˘:<i/ ('h∆>-ÙÛ, ≠≠≠≠-¨>-, -ÙÙ-, ±-ÈÈ-, ±±-‘‘-, ˝-ÈÈ-, ˝˝-‘É-).
161.7. But most peculiar are the typically ‘southern' timbres of the seven diphthongs: bee /'bii/ ('bÙ;Û), day /'d™¤/ ('dÅ;¤), time /'ta™m/ ('thñ;¤m), boy /'bø™/ ('bo;I),
gown /'gaøn/ ('gÄ;Ïn), go /'gø¨/ ('g√;U), two /'tuu/ ('thÈ;¯). We just show examples
without /§/ (which are left, again, with the active readers, who will certainly examine their many variants, as well).
Let us draw particular attention, however, to the possible following narrow-diphthong variants (last vocogram of ˙ 161.2), /aø/ ≠≠(Åå, aå): now /'naø/ ('nÅ;å,
'na;å). Currently, as in most areas of England, we have both /'jø:, 'j¨È/ for /j¨È/: cure
/'kj¨È≤/ ('khjø:, -¯;∆).
161.8. As for the consonants, what strikes most is that /˙/ is typically realized as
(˙g, ,G) (even in milder accents), before vowels, or sonants, or pauses: singer /'s¤˙È≤/ ('si,g∆), singing /'s¤˙¤˙/ ('si,Gin, -Gi,"), meaningless /'miin¤˙lÈs/ {/-l˘s/} ('mÙÛni,GlIs), willingly /'w¤l¤˙li/ ('wili,GlÙÛ), Longman /'l]˙mÈn/ ('lñ˙gmÈn), songwriter
/'s]˙<a™ùÈ≤/ ('sñ˙g&>ñ¤ÿ∆).
Except for older speakers, we often have glottalization of postvocalic /p, t, k÷ c/
(∫, ÿ, Ü÷ C): stop /'stØp/ ('stñ∫), not /'nØt/ ('nñÿ), rock /'<Øk/ ('>ñÜ), watch /'w]c/
('wñC). Commonly, we also have /t+, t0/ (ö): lot /'lØt/ ('lñÿ, -ö), Scotland /'skØtlÈnd/
('skñÿ-lÈnﬂ, -öl-); and /ù/ (4): Betty /'b™ùi/ ('be4-ÙÛ, "beÿ-). Younger people can have /†,
∑/ (†, ∑) ≠(f, v).
Frequently, we ﬁnd /h/ (h, ≠`), /nˆ, tˆ, dˆ/ (n, c, G) ±(nj, tj, dj), /ã/ (w). Besides
normal /</ (>), in the broad accent, we also ﬁnd /</ (R), between vowels or between
obstruents and vowels: sorry /'s]<i/ ('sñ>-ÙÛ, ≠-RÙÛ), bread /'b<™d/ ('b>e;ﬂ, ≠'bR-). Linking and intrusive r is quite common. Besides, we have /l/ (l, ≠7), and (especially
with younger people) /§/ (§).
Paraphonically, we ﬁnd a possible general nasalization throughout, §è@, and a
postdorsal articulatory setting, §˛@.

183.
A typical Scottish-English accent

183.1. We will, now, see the typical Scottish accent of English, in its normalized form. It is mostly used in sectors 1-6 of the map in ˙ 182. But, given its origin from Scots, it is not at all uniform. In fact, the same speakers can usually vary
between what is shown in ˙ 183 and its milder or broader variants (˙ 184.1-2,
some of which are classiﬁed in Ã 184), or even with reﬁned variants (Ã 186).
In Ã 187, we will see some more clearly local variants for sectors 1-9, which, however, oscillate quite a bit, for the same or di‡erent speakers, including the use of
Scots words and sounds. <e accents of the Islands (and of the Highlands) will be
given in Ã 188-189.
183.2. <us, in ˙ 183, we can see the typical timbres of /¤/ ('Ù, ’É): hit /'h¤t/
('hÙt), whizz /'ã¤z/ ('WwÙΩ, ±WwÙÙΩ), /™/ (E): yes /'j™s/ ('jEs, ≠'jEEs), says /'s™z/ ('sEEΩ,
≠'sEΩ), /x, X, A:, [:/ (a): hat /'hxt/ ('hat, ≠'haat), fast (fXst/ ('fast, 'faast), spa /'spA:/
('spaa, ≠'spa), pasta /'p[:stÈ/ ('p5ast∆, -aa-), /å/ (◊): hut /'håt/ ('h◊t), love /'låv/ ('7◊Ñ,
±'7◊◊Ñ), /Ø, ], ø:, r:/ (O): hot /'hØt/ ('hOt, ≠'hOOt), lost /'l]st/ ('7Ost, -OO-), saw /'sø:/ ('sOO,
≠'sO), alter /'r:ıùÈ≤/ ('O7t∆R, 'OO7-), /¨/ (%, ¯7): book /'b¨k/ ('b%k), good /'g¨d/ ('g%ﬂ,
±'g%%ﬂ) (which, typically, is identical with /uu/ (%), together with the mergers of
/x, X, A:, [:/ (a), /Ø, ], ø:, r:/ (O), just shown, above).
Also typical are the di‡erent timbres of /È, ˘/ (É) (for >i˚ e≥, including /i+, ié/, as well,
and the˚ but the+V (∑ié)); along with /È, ˘/ (∆) (for >a˚ o˚ u≥, including /È+/ and /È≤, È</
(∆R)). <is distribution of /È, ˘/ (É, ∆) occurs in reduced forms, as well; again, generally according to spelling. Besides, more often, we have /0Èı, 0®/ (0P7): the man /∑È'mxn/ (∑É'man, -aan), the onion /∑i'ånjÈn/ (∑i'◊~-j∆n), a man /È'mxn/ (∆'man, -aan), accept /Èk's™pt/ (∆k'sEpt), except /˘k's™pt/ (Ék'sEpt), some cups of tea /sÈm'kåps Èv'tii/ (s∆m'k5◊ps ∆Ñ't5i;i), from here to there /f<Èm'h¤È≤ tÈ'∑™È≤/ (fR∆m'hi;ÛR t∆'∑eÙR).
183.3. Always keeping in mind the peculiarities of length given in Ã 182, the
diphthongs are as shown in the third vocogram: /ii/ (i): sea /'sii/ ('si;i), leave /'liiv/
('7i;iÑ), beat /'biit/ ('bit), bean /'biin/ ('bin), /™¤/ (e): day /'d™¤/ ('dee), amaze /È'm™¤z/
(∆'meeΩ), late /'l™¤t/ ('7et), /a™/ (aÉ): high /'ha™/ ('ha;É), rise /'<a™z/ ('Ra;ÉΩ), and /FR/
(åi): ﬁne /'fFRn/ ('fåin), night /'nFRt/ ('nåit), /aø/ (√%): now /'naø/ ('n√%), rouse /'<aøz/
('R√%Ω), mouse /'maøs/ ('m√%s), /ø™/ (OI): boy /'bø™/ ('bOI), choice /'cø™s/ ('c5OIs),
/ø¨/ (o): go /'gø¨/ ('goo), nose /'nø¨z/ ('nooΩ), goat /'gø¨t/ ('got), /uu/ (%): two
/'tuu/ ('t5%;%), news /'nˆuuz/ ('nj%;%Ω), boot /'buut/ ('b%t).
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˙ 183. <e typical Scottish accent of English: vowels, diphthongs “ intonation.
/¨/ (%{%}, ±¯]) {+(T)}, /u/ (%)

/i/ (É), /¤/ (Ù, ’É)
/È, ˘/ (É) (gen. >i˚ e≥˚ the (∑ié))
/È, ˘/ (x) (gen. >a˚ o˚ u≥)
/È≤, È</ (xR)
/™/ (E)

/0Èı, 0®/ (0P])
/å/ (,)
/ø:, r:, Ø, ]/ (O{O})

/x, X, A:, [:/ (a{a})
/¨È≤/ (%TR), /¨˘</ (%R)

/¤È≤/ (iÛR), /¤˘</ (iR)

/È≤, È</ (xR)
/r:≤/ (oPR), /r:</ (oR)
/˘:</ (“ /È:≤/ >ur˚ or≥} (,R)
/ø:≤/ (OÖR), /ø:</ (OR)

/™È≤/ (eÙR), /™˘</ (eR)
/¤</ (“ /È:≤/ >ir˚ yr≥} (ÙR, ’ÉR)
/™</ (“ /È:≤/ >er˚ ear≥} (ER)
/A:≤/ (aåR), /A:<, π</ (aR)
/ii/ (i{i})

/uu/ (%{%})

/™¤/ (e{e})

/ø¨/ (o{o})
/ø™/ (OI)
/aø/ (√%)

/AR/ (åi)
/a™/ (aÉ)

/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

/./ (2 ' 2 3)

/?/ (2 ' 1 2)

/÷/ (2 ' 2 2)

183.4. <e second vocogram shows the realizations of the vocalic elements when
followed by /≤, </. We typically ﬁnd di‡erent and peculiar timbres in: bird /'bÈ:≤d/
('bÙRﬂ), word /'wÈ:≤d/ ('w◊Rﬂ), heard /'hÈ:≤d/ ('hERﬂ), cord /'kø:≤d/ ('k5ORﬂ), board
/'br:≤d/ ('boRﬂ), hard /'hA:≤d/ ('haRﬂ).
Other peculiarities are: here /'h¤È≤/ ('hi;ÛR), hearing /'h¤˘<¤˙/ ('hiRÙ,), spirit /'sp¤<˘t/ ('spÙRÙt), there /'∑™È≤/ ('∑eÙR), Mary /'m™˘<i/ ('meRÉ), merry /'m™<i/ ('mERÉ), marry /'mx<i/ ('maRÉ), err /'È:≤/ ('eÙR), stirring /'stÈ:<¤˙/ ('stÙRÙ,), fur /'fÈ:≤/ ('f◊R), furry
/'fÈ:<i/ ('f◊RÉ), hurry /'h˘:<i/ ('h◊RÉ), far /'fA:≤/ ('faåR), sorry /'s]<i/ ('sORÉ), war /'wø:≤/
('wOÖR), wore /'wr:≤/ ('woPR), story /'str:<i/ ('stoRÉ), poor /'p¨È≤/ ('p5%;ÏR), cure
/'khj¨È≤/ ('k5j%;ÏR), curing /'kj¨˘<¤˙/ ('k5j%RÙ,).
183.5. As for the consonants, let us observe that the ending -ing /¤˙/ is (Ù,, ≠Ùn,
≠≠ó): singing /'s¤˙¤˙/ ('sÙ,Ù,, ≠-Ùn, ≠≠-ó). Most typical is the realization of /p, t, k÷
c/ as ‘(p5, t5, k5÷ c5)', \ (≠0, 0h, ±0h) (with no ‘aspiration' at all; or very slight,
indeed; or ‘normal'): pin /'p¤n/ ('p5Ùn), take /'t™¤k/ ('t5ek), car /'kA:≤/ ('k5aåR), chess
/'c™s/ ('c5Es). Besides, the apical pair can be ±(t, d) (alveolar), (), £) (dentialveolar),
≠(T, D) (dental) (which we show only here, although the dental articulation is very
common for /t<, d</ (TR, DR)): train /'t<™¤n/ (±'t5Ren, ')5Ren, ≠'T5Ren).

183. A typical Scottish-English accent
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Another very typical Celtic realization is the absence of ‘lateral or nasal explosion': little /'l¤ù®/ ('7ÙöP7, -t∆7), cotton /'kØtó/ ('k5Ot∆n, -tÉn).
One further typical (but, of course, not exclusive) feature of Scottish English
is the realization /t/ (≠ö) in /été, t0, t®, 0t+, ét+/ (although (ö0) is commonly accepted, by now, in neutral pronunciation, as well, provided speech is not slow or
deliberate): city /'s¤ùi/ ('sÙöÉ), Scotland /'skØtlÈnd/ ('skOö7∆nﬂ), dental /'d™nù®/ ('dEnöP7), want /'w]nt/ ('wOnö), fat /'fxt/ ('faö).
Especially between vowels, we can often ﬁnd /ù/ (4), often sociophonically used
as ‘˝' to avoid (ö): city /'s¤ùi/ ('sÙ4É), better /'b™ùÈ≤/ ('bE4∆R, -ö-, ±-t∆q).
183.6. For /p, k/, in the same contexts, we have (p, k) ≠(∫, Ü) ≠≠(öp, ök): stop
/'stØp/ ('stOp, -∫, ≠≠-öp), rock /'<Øk/ ('ROk, ≠-Ü, ≠≠-ök). In certain urban, mostly uneducated accents, we can ﬁnd /†/ (˛, h): three /'†<ii/ ('˛Ri;i, 'hR-), nothing /'nå†¤˙/ ('n◊˛É,, -h-). For /tˆ, dˆ, nˆ/ we have (c, G) ±(tj, dj) (nj): dew /'dˆuu/ ('G%;%, ±dj-).
As /h/ shows no tendency to be dropped in lexemes, we commonly ﬁnd /ã/
(Ww, hw), except in uneducated or, on the contrary, in reﬁned accents (both with
not rare oscillations): when /'ã™n/ ('WwEn, 'hw-).
In addition, in typical Scottish words and proper names, the phoneme /π/ (π) is
used for the spelling >ch≥ (extended to classical and other foreign words and names),
though it tends to become /k/, both in uneducated and reﬁned accents: loch /'lØk,
±-π/ ('7Oπ), Tulloch /'tålÈk, ±-π/ ('t5◊7∆π), technical /'t™kn˘k®/ ('t5EπnÉkP7), epoch /'iipØk,
'™-, -Èk/ ('ipOπ, 'E-, -∆π), Bach /'bA:k, ±-π/ ('baπ), Arachne /È'<xkni/ (∆'RaπnÉ).
<e plural of house can keep the /s/ of the singular, thus eliminating a strange
and useless di‡erence: houses /'haøz˘z/ ('h√%sÙΩ, ±-z-).
183.7. Coming to /<, ≤/, the Scottish accents are well-known for their realization as (R) ±(<é, é<é, q0, q+): rare /'<™È≤/ ('ReÙR, ±'<eÙq), readers /'<iidÈ≤z/ ('Rid∆RΩ, ±<id∆qΩ), sorry /'s]<i/ ('sORÉ, ±-<É), party /'pA:≤ùi/ ('p5aRöÉ, ±-q-), far /'fA:≤ ('faåR, ±-q)/. Both
in uneducated and reﬁned accents, however, more and more often, we ﬁnd /≤/ (`):
('Re∆, ±'<e∆÷ 'Rid∆Ω, ±<-÷ ú±û'p5a∆öÉ÷ ú±û'fa∆).
As to /l, ı/, we generally have (although with regional and personal peculiarities, as we will see in the next chapters) (7é7): lill /'l¤ı/ ('7Ù7) (in broad urban speech
(-Ù®)}, highly /'ha™li/ ('haÉ7É, 'håi-), nearly /'n¤È≤li/ ('niR7É).
183.8. <e typical Scottish intonation patterns are shown in the tonograms of
˙ 183. Verbs in -ate and -ize are often stressed on their last syllable: manipulate
/mÈ'n¤pj˘l™¤t/ (m∆&nÙpj∆'7et), hypnotize /'h¤pnÈta™z/ (&hÙpn∆'t5a;ÉΩ). A Celtic characteristic makes a ﬁnal consonant begin the syllable with an initial vowel of the
following word: a large audience /È'lA:≤G 'ø:diÈns/ (∆'7aåR 'GOdÉ∆ïs, -i∆ïs), take o‡
/'t™¤k ']f/ ('t5e 'kOf), pays out /'p™¤z 'aøt/ ('p5ee 'z√%ö), ﬁrst of all /'fÈ:≤st Èv'ø:ı/ ('fÙRs
t∆'vO7, ö∆-), an hour ago /Èn'aøÈ< È'gø¨/ (∆'n√%∆ R∆'goo), ﬁve years old /'fa™v 'j¤È≤z
'ø¨ıd/ ('fa;É 'vji;ÛR 'zo7ﬂ), six women out of uniform /'s¤ks 'w¤m˘n aøtÈv'juun˘fø:≤m/
('sÙk 'swÙmÉ 'n√% t∆'vj%nÉfORm, ö∆-, 4∆-). <us, in the typical accents, (∆'nem) may
mean either a name /È'n™¤m/ or an aim /Èn'™¤m/.
In Scottish English, the reduced forms of grammemes are less frequently used
than in neutral English, and with less peripheral vocoids. Besides, they can be
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more numerous (\ on (∆n, ó), got (g∆ö), I (◊, ∆)) and more varied (to (t%, t∆, tÉ),
you (ji, jÉ, j∆, j%), you'll (j%7), for (fOR, f∆R, fÉR)).
In the broad accent, between /≤/ and a following /m, n÷ l, ı/, an (É) is inserted:
aren't /'A:≤nt/ ('aRÉnt). Scottish people typically hesitate with >(É)≥, not >(‘, å)≥.
Paraphonically, the use of harsh voice, §—@, is also typical of broad accents.

191.
Eastern Eire
(“ Dublin)
191.1. Of course, we start from Dublin, in eastern Eire. <is is the most inﬂuential accent in Ireland, although Northern Ireland is a di‡erent accent area (mostly with historical inﬂuence from Scotland). Obviously, the Dublin accent inevitably a‡ects even the more Gaelic and conservative accents, in western and southern Eire.
˙ 191.1 shows the typical accent of Dublin and of the eastern area in the maps
of ˙ 190.1-2. In ˙ 191.4-5, we will see its broader and lighter variants.
˙ 191.1. Eastern Eire (Dublin): vowels, diphthongs “ intonation.
/i/ (i)
/¤/ (¤)

/u/ (¯)
/¨/ (¨)
/È, ˘/ (È, ∆|)

/™/ (™)

/å/ (Ö)
/ø:, r:/ (O:)
/Ø, ]/ (ñ)

/x, [:/ (å), /X, A:/ (å:)

/¨È≤/ (UQ), /¨˘<, ¨</ (U<)

/¤È≤/ (IQ), /¤˘<, ¤</ (I<)
/È≤/ (Q), /È</ (È<)

/È:≤/ (‘:q), /È:<, ˘:</ (‘:<)
/ø:≤, r:≤/ (øÖq), /r:</ (øÖ<)
/Ø<, ]</ (ñ<)

/™È≤/ (™Q), /™˘<, ™</ (™<)
/A:≤/ (å:q), /A:</ (å:<)

/uu/ (¯u)

/ii/ (Ii, i¤ı)

/ø¨/ (ÖU, øUı)
/ø™/ (ø¤, øÙı)
/a™/ (√I, √¤ı)

/™¤/ (™I, ™¤ı)
/aø/ (ÄU)

/ / (2 2 Ì 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

/./ (2 ' 2 3)

/?/ (2 ' 1 2)

/÷/ (2 ' 2 2)
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Most peculiar are the realizations of /x, [:/ (å), /A:, X/ (å:), which are di‡erentiated just by length: man /'mxn/ ('mån:), hat /'hxt/ ('håQ), last /'lXst/ ('lå;st), father
/'fA:∑È≤/ ('få;DQ), car /'kA:≤/ ('khå:q). <e second most peculiar phoneme is /å/ (Ö) (which,
in the broadest accent, can gradually merge with /¨/, as we will see soon): hut /'håt/
('hÖQ).
In Dublin, and in most urban eastern accents (directly inﬂuenced by the capital),
we ﬁnd the merger /ø:, r:/ (øÖ) (while in rural eastern and in western accents they are
still distinct, again, as we will see): ('wø;Öq) both for war /'wø:≤/ and wore /'wr:≤/, story
/'str:<i/ ('støÖ<i), Laura /'lø:<È/ ('løÖ<∆); but sorry /'s]<i/ ('sñ<i), horror /'hØ<È≤/ ('hñ<Q).
<ere are possible oscillations between (O:) “ (ñ) (and variants) for /]/, as there
are between (å) “ (å:) (and variants, again) for /x, X, [:/. In the East (except for Dublin), /Xf, X†, Xs/ are generally short.
191.2. As can be seen from the examples just given, we have /≤/ (q); the other /é:≤/
sequences are: /A:≤/ (å:q), /È:≤/ (‘:q); let us add: /A:</ (å:<), /È:<, ˘:</ (‘:<), as the following examples show: starry /'stA:<i/ ('stå;<i), furry /'fÈ:<i/ ('f‘;<i), hurry /'h˘:<i/ ('h‘;<i)˘
For the /éÈ≤/ sequences, we have: /¤È≤/ (IQ), /™È≤/ (™Q), /¨È≤/ (UQ) (and /È≤/ (Q)):
here /'h¤È≤/ ('hI;Q), there /'∑™È≤/ ('D™;Q), poor /'pø:≤/ ('phU;Q), mother /'må∑È≤/ ('mÖDQ)˘
<e diphthongs are as follows: /ii, ™¤, a™, ø™, aø, ø¨, uu/ (Ii, iIı÷ ™I, ™¤ı÷ √I, √¤ı÷ ø¤,
øÙı÷ ÄUúıû÷ ÖU, øUı÷ ¯uúıû): bee /'bii/ ('bI;i), feel /'fii§/ ('fi;¤ı), hay /'h™¤/ ('h™;I), sale /'s™¤§/
('s™;¤ı), ﬂy /'fla™/ ('fl√;I), ﬁle /'fa™§/ ('f√;¤ı), boy /'bø™/ ('bø;¤), boil /'bø™§/ ('bø;Ùı), fowl
/'faø§/ ('fÄ;Uı), go /'gø¨/ ('gÖ;U), goal /'gø¨§/ ('gø;Uı), pool /'puu§/ ('ph¯;uı)˘
191.3. ˙ 191.2 shows di‡erent degrees of broader and milder accents for most
phonemes. Let us start from /å/, which, instead of the typical and peculiar (Ö), can
be realized in many di‡erent ways, including the complete merger with /¨/: (≠¨,
±º, ±±∆), as in hut /'håt/ ('hÖQ, ±±'h∆Q, ±'hºQ, ≠'h¨Q) (and (≠=, ˝√), in ˙ 191.4), foot
/'f¨t/ ('f¨Q).
It is also interesting to notice that we can also have /Ø/ (≠¿, ≠≠å): hot /'hØt/ ('hñQ,
≠'h¿Q, ≠≠'håQ); and /]/ (˝ø:), especially when followed by /†, f, s/: boss /'b]s/ ('bñs,
≠'b¿s, ≠≠'bås, ˝'bø;s)˘
191.4. <e second vocogram (of ˙ 191.2) illustrates the variants of sequences
of vowels plus /≤/. Apart from the peculiarly high timbres for the ﬁrst elements of
/¤È≤, ¨È≤/ ≠(i-, u-) and the opposition between /r:≤/ (o-) and /ø:≤/ (O-), it is to be noticed that, in addition to (q, Q), they can end with the very broad and uneducated
vocalization, represented with (-∆): pepper /'p™pÈ≤/ (≠'phEp∆q, ≠≠-∆)˘
<is is typical of the broadest (and working-class) Dublin accent, and can be
heard even in other urban accents, especially in eastern Eire.
191.5. <e third vocogram concentrates on the various further possible realizations
of /A:≤/ ≠(Äåq, A∆) ≠≠(Ä:q, Ä∆) ±±(A:q) and /È:≤/ ±(‘:q) ≠(ê:q, ‘∆) ≠≠(ê∆, Ö∆, Ö:q): far /'fA:≤/
('få:q) ≠('fÄ;åq, 'fA;∆) ≠≠('fÄ:q, 'fÄ;∆) ±±('fA:q), fur /'fÈ:≤/ ±('f‘:q) ≠('fê:q, 'f‘;∆) ≠≠('fê;∆, 'fÖ;∆, 'fÖ:q).
<e last four vocograms of ˙ 191.2 are most interesting for the variants of /ø™/
≠(ñ¤, oI), /a™/ (±aÙ, ≠∏I), /aø/ ±(åU, √U) ≠≠(É¯), and /ø¨/ (øU) ˝(+¯, È¨, ‘¨): boy /'bø™/
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191. Eastern Eire (“ Dublin)
˙ 191.2. Eastern Eire (Dublin): variants for vowels, diphthongs “ intonation.
/i+/ ≠(Ii)

/å/ (±±∆, ±º, ≠¨)
/È≤/ (≠∆, ≠≠√)
/Ø/ (≠¿, ≠≠å)
/ø:, r:, ]/ (≠¿:, ≠≠å:), /]†-f-s/ (≠≠≠ø:)

/™/ (≠E, ≠≠EÄ)
/x, X, [:/ ±(Ä), /xk+/ ≠≠(Aåk)
/A:m/ §-alm@ ≠(Äå)
/¤È≤/ (≠iQ,
≠≠i∆, ≠≠≠I√)
/™È≤/ ≠(™Ùq)
≠≠(e∆, ™∆)
≠≠≠(™√, É‘q)
≠≠≠≠(‘‘q)
/ii/
(≠≠iI, ≠≠≠Ii¤)

/¨È≤/ (≠uQ,
≠≠u∆, ≠≠≠U√)
/A:≤/
/r:≤/ (+o:q, ≠o∆)
≠(Äåq, A∆)
/È≤/ (≠∆q, ≠≠∆) ≠≠(Ä:q, Ä∆)
≠≠≠(aå, å√)
/ø:≤/
±(aåq, å√q)
(+O∏q, ≠O∆,
±±(A:q)
≠≠¿:q, ≠≠≠¿:)
/uu/ ≠(%¯, %%)
≠≠(uU) ≠≠≠(¯u¨)
≠≠≠≠(…%)
/™¤/
≠(™Ù)
/a™/
≠≠(ÉI)
(±aÙ, +¿¤,
≠A¤Ê, ≠≠ºI, ≠≠≠∏I)

/aø/
±(åU, √U)
≠≠(É¯, Äû)
≠≠≠(å¢, Ö¯)

/./ ≠(2 ç 3 3)

/È:≤/ ±(‘:q)
≠(‘∆, ê∆, ê:q)
≠≠(É:q, É∆)
≠≠≠(Ö:q, Ö∆)

/ø¨/ (øU)
≠(øP) ≠≠(∏P)
≠≠≠(◊P)
+(+¯, È¨, ‘¨)

/ø™/
≠(ñ¤, oI)
≠≠≠(åI)

/?/ ≠(2 Ì 2 2)

≠('bñ;¤, 'bo;I), high /'ha™/ (±'ha;Ù, ≠'h∏;I), how /'haø/ ±('hå;U, 'h√;U) ≠≠('hÉ;¯), low /'lø¨/
('lø;U) ˝('l+;¯, 'lÈ;¨, 'l‘;¨).
191.6. As for the consonants˚ the most important features, for the whole of Eire,
are: /†, ∑/ (Túhû, D) (which regularly occur in the West, or in lighter accents elsewhere), ≠(túhû, d) (regularly in the East and South, except in lighter accents), ±(‡,
ƒ) (especially in urban lighter accents), ±±(†, ∑) (especially as a conscious e‡ort
to avoid the typical Eire phones, or in the mixed zone): think /'†¤˙k/ ('Th¤,k, ≠'th-,
±'‡-, ±±'†-), within /w¤∑'¤n/ (wÈ'D¤n:, ≠-'d-, ±-'ƒ-, ±±-'∑-). We can ﬁnd such cases as:
breathed /'b<ii∑d/ ('b<IiDÈZ, ±±-ﬂ) (disyllabic just as seeded /'siid˘d/ ('sIiZÈZ, ±±-dÈﬂ)]˚
breadth/breath /'b<™d†, 'b<™†/ ('b<™T), width/with /'w¤d†, 'w¤∑/ ('w¤;∂), eighth /'™¤t†/
('™IT)˚ like eight (both rhyming with faith]˘
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191.7. <e other, even more peculiar, consonantal feature, typical of the whole
of Eire, is: /t, d/ (Q, Z) (alveolar slit constrictives) in weak positions, \ between vowels or in ﬁnal position (followed by a pause or a vowel; not in an initial stressed
syllable or in contact with a consonant): bit /'b¤t/ ('b¤Q), better /'b™ùÈ≤/ ('b™QQ), put
it /'p¨ù¤t/ ('ph¨QÈQ), bid /'b¤d/ ('b¤;Z), leader /'liidÈ≤/ ('lIiZQ), lead it /'liid¤t/ ('lIiZÈQ) (“
seeded, just seen above).
<us, there is no complete coincidence between /t/ (Q) and /ù/. In fact, the sequences /nù, ≤ù, §ù/ are not included among the contexts which use (Q), being /0ù/.
191.8. <e quite strange fact, from an international (or neutral American or
British) point of view, is that these extremely peculiar realizations are not at all stigmatized, in Eire. On the contrary, they can be exhibited on purpose, as a clear sign
of proud Irishness… But, of course, we regularly have: tats /'txts/ ('thåTs), tract
/'t<xkt/ ('th<åkt), dads /'dxdz/ ('då;DΩ).
However, to mitigate the strong impact of (Q), there are three variants for /ù/, at
di‡erent levels of accents. In fact, to start with, we can have both /ù/ (±4) and /ù/
(≠ö): better /'b™ùÈ≤/ (±'b™4Q, ≠'b™öQ), put it /'p¨ù¤t/ (±'ph¨4ÈQ, ≠'ph¨öÈö), twenty /'tw™nùi/
(±'thw™n4i, ≠-nöi), party /'pA:≤ùi/ (±'phå;q4i, ≠'phå;qöi), Walter /'wø:§ùÈ≤/ (±'wO;ı4Q, ≠-ıöQ,
≠-l-, ≠'w¿;-). Also eighteen /™¤'tiin/ (™IQ'I;in, -4'-, -'th-) can be heard.
191.9. In addition, at least for some common words or phrases, we can also ﬁnd, in
the broadest accent: /t/ ï (≠≠h), between vowels and even in ﬁnal position\ Saturday
/'sxùÈ≤di, -™¤/ ('såQQ&Zi, 'såhQ-), not at all /'nØù Èù'ø:§/ ('nñQ ÈQ'O:ı, 'nñh, ≠-l)˘ As a matter of
fact, this is a well-known Gaelic peculiarity, with names such as: Fahy /'f™¤, 'f[:úhûi/
('fåú;ûhi), O'‰aherty /È'flXúhûÈ≤ùi, ø¨-/ (o'flåhQti), McGrath /mÈ'g<[:†, -h/ (mÈ'g<åh)˘
Besides, the typical accents also show /t, d/ ï ≠(T, D), in /t<, d<÷ tÈ≤, dÈ≤/: tractor
/'t<xktÈ≤/ ('Th<åkTQ), drink /'d<¤˙k/ ('D<¤,k), ladder /'lxdÈ≤/ ('låDQ)˘ Actually, in a broad
Dublin accent (and in rural western accents, as well), we can ﬁnd (Túhû, D), both for
/†, ∑/ and /T, D/; or (túhû, d) for both pairs, in rural (and even urban) southern accents.
Especially, in a broad Dublin accent, we can also have stopstrictive realizations
in ﬁnal positions (or, for /t/, even in an initial stressed position): stop /'stØp/ ('stñp,
-ã), tot /'tØt/ ('thñQ, '.úhûñ.), rack /'<xk/ ('<åk, -ê).
Normally, in Eire, we have /tˆ, dˆ/ = /c, G/ (c, G) (in broader accents ≠(c, g),
more or less with no lip protrusion – for /S, Z/ (S, Z) ≠(S, ò), as well): tube /'tˆuub/
('ch¯;uÊ, 'ch¯;uÊ), duke /'dˆuuk/ ('G¯uk, 'g¯uk). For /nˆ/, we have three possibilities, (~, ≠n, ±nj): new /'nˆuu/ ('~¯;u, ≠'n-, ±'nj-). <e various vocograms show several
other di‡erent realizations for /uu/.
191.10. In rural accents, we can often hear palatal stops, (©, á), for /k, g/ before
low unrounded vowel phonemes, or in ﬁnal position, after front vowel phonemes:
cat /'kxt/ ('©håQ), car /'kA:≤/ ('©hå:q), weak /'wiik/ ('wii©), ﬂag /'flxg/ ('flå;ˆ). In part
of the mixed zone (¬ ˙ 190.1), and to some extent in some of the bordering areas
around it, also called the Midlands (¬ ˙ 191.3), we can still hear (©, á) (or the corresponding stopstrictives, (k, ›)) both for /kj, gj/ and /tˆ, dˆ/, so that we can have
such homophones as cube/tube /'kjuub, 'tˆuub/ ('©h%;%Ê, 'kh-) (either in stressed or
unstressed syllables, and with very fronted realizations of /uu/).
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In rural accents, especially in the South and West, we can still have /v/ (B), /f/
(F) (bilabial constrictives): van /'vxn/ ('Bån:), love /'låv/ ('lÖ;ñ), few /'fjuu/ ('Fju;u), leaf
/'liif/ ('liiF).
Again, in rural accents (especially in the West), we can ﬁnd /s0, z0/ (S0, ò0) (also
with (≥, Í)): star /'stA:≤/ ('Stå:<), west /'w™st/ ('w™St), biscuit /'b¤sk˘t/ ('b¤S©ÈQ), castle
/'kXs°/ ('©håSÍ), listen /'l¤só/ ('l¤Só), wisdom /'w¤zdÈm/ ('w¤òdÈm), puzzle /'påz°/ ('phÖòÍ).
And, still in rural accents, we can also have /≤s/ (<ß, ⁄ß), /≤z/ (<z, ⁄z) (¬ § 191.11), as in:
force /'fr:≤s/ ('fo;<ß, -⁄ß), liquors /'l¤kÈ≤z/ ('l¤k-≥Ω, -ÁΩ). In rural accents of the South, we
typically ﬁnd: /<, ≤/ (R).
˙ 191.3. Two particular areas. <e grey one indicates where it is possible to ﬁnd /≤/ (‰); in the
white dotted one, palatal taxophones can be typical for /k, g/ (©, á) and /kj, gj÷ tˆ, dˆ/ (©/k, á/›).

/≤/ (‰)

191.11. In Eire, we have /ã/ (Ww, hw, ±w): which /'ã¤c/ ('Ww¤c, 'hw-, ±'w-) (¬
witch /'w¤c/ ('w¤c)); and /hj/ (â, ±hj), including (≠j), for such words as humor /'hjuumÈ≤/ ('âuumQ, ±'hj-, ≠'j-)˘ Besides, we have /l/ (l), /§/ (7, ≠l, ±ı): lill /'l¤§/ ('l¤7:, ≠-l:, ±-ı:)˘
In addition, we ﬁnd /</ (<), /≤/ (<) (prevelar laterally contracted approximant,
slightly rounded: the most typical one), (±q) (prevelar laterally contracted semi-approximant, slightly rounded: most typical in Dublin), (≠⁄) (prevelar laterally
contracted semi-approximant, slightly rounded and uvularized: most typical in rural accents), (≠≠∆, ≠≠≠√) (full vocalization: most typical of a broad Dublin accent):
rare /'<™È≤/ ('<™;≥, ±-Q, ≠-Á, ≠≠-∆, ≠≠≠-√). More rarely, in Dublin, we can also have /≤/ (¸)
(alveolar approximant, as a kind of compromise between rhotic and non-rhotic accents): rare /'<™È≤/ (˝'<™:¸).
In a small area (shown in grey in the map of ˙ 191.3), we can still happen to hear
a pharyngealized uvular approximant for /≤/ (‰) (which seems to have been more widespread, in the past, both in the whole East and in the mixed zone): rare /'<™È≤/ ('<™:‰).
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191.12. Let us add some general observations to complete our treatment. Many
Irish people still use /™¤/ (™I, ™Ù, eI, eÙ, ™e, ee) for /ii/ in tea˚ sea˚ eat˘ However, we
do not consider this fact as something belonging to the pronunciation of English,
but as the use of dialectal words in English contexts. In fact, many other speakers
just use /ii/ (Ii, iI, ii, ¤i, Ii¤, iÛ¤), and carefully avoid using the other forms.
We do the same with the non-literal use of old˚ pronounced as (ÄUl) (and all the
other variants), for instance in such a phrase as the owl' fella (Di&ÄUl'f™l-∆): thus owld.
On the contrary, we prefer to consider the following peculiarities as belonging
to the pronunciation of Irish English: many˚ any˚ any- with /x/ (å) instead of normal /™/ (™): anyway /'™niw™¤, -˘-/ (≠'ån-È&weÙ). <e same for either˚ neither with /™¤/
(™I) instead of normal /a™, ii/: either way /'a™∑È≤ 'w™¤, 'ii-/ (≠'™ID≥ 'w™;I).
191.13. As we may have already seen from some examples, we have /˘/ = /È/,
and /È/ (È, ∆|): roses /'<ø¨z˘z/ ('<oPzÈΩ), sofa /'sø¨fÈ/ ('soPf∆), to go /tÈ'gø¨/ (thÈ'go;P)
(not (th='g-)).
Besides, we ﬁnd /é˘</ ï /é</: hearing /'h¤˘<¤˙/ ('h¤<-Èn), pirate /'pa™˘<˘t/ ('ph√I<ÈQ)˘
Also /ééÈ≤/ ï /éé≤/: player /'pl™¤È≤/ ('phl™;I<)˚ Æ. Even before laterals and nasals, at least
in a broad accent, we can have /é˘/ ï /é/: vowel /'vaøÈ§/ ('vÄ;Ul), lion /'la™Èn/ ('l√;In).
We can even hear quiet /'kwa™Èt/ ('khw√IQ), pronounced like quite /'kwa™t/ ('khw√IQ)˘
On the other hand, we can typically have (0ù) ï (0Èù) (or (0%)), between a
consonant and a sonant: arm /'A:≤m/ ('å;<Èm), ﬁlm /'f¤§m/ ('f¤lÈm), worn /'wr:≤n/
('wo;<Èn); also Dublin /'dåbl¤n/ ('dÖb-ÈlÈn)˘ But we have oscillations, and other solutions, as well; consider, for instance: modern /'mØdÈ≤n/ ('mñd-Qn, -È<ó, -<Èn, -È<ó,
-<Èn)˘
In initial unstressed position, vowels tend to avoid using /È/: o‚cial /È'f¤S°/ (o'f¤SÍ), accept /Èk's™pt/ (åk's™pt), e‡ect /˘'f™kt/ (™'f™kt, ¤-)˘
In rural accents, we often have /i+/ ï /È/: lucky /'låki/ ('lÖk∆); in rural and popular accents, /’ø¨+/ ï /È/: window /'w¤ndø¨/ ('w¤nd∆), while verbs have /’ø¨+/ ï /i/:
follow /'fØlø¨/ ('fñl-i)˚ following /'fØlø¨¤˙/ ('fñl-iÈn).
191.14. As for reduced forms, while Saint [St] has none, /s™¤nt, sÈnt/ (s™Int), other words do have reduced forms, contrary to common (especially British) usage: on
/Øn/ (Èn, ó), in /¤n/ (Èn, ó), it /¤t/ (Èt, ÈQ), him /¤m/ (Èm, õ), I /a™/ (å, È), my /ma™/
(mi, mÈ), by /ba™/ (bi, bÈ), you /juu, jÈ/ (jÈ), your/you're /j¨È≤, jø:≤, jÈ≤/ (j≥), we're
/w¤È≤/ (w≥), where /ã™È≤/ (Ww≥), when /ã™n/ (WwÈn), what /ãØt/ (WwÈt, -Q)˘ <e
common greeting How are you? is generally ('hÄ∆qj∆), instead of /haø'A:≤jÈ, -juu/.
In broad and typical accents, verbs in -ate˚ -y˚ -ize have their stress on the last
syllable: activate /'xkt˘v™¤t/ (&åktÈ'v™IQ), satisfy /'sxù˘sfa™/ (&såQÈs'f√;I), organize /'ø:≤gÈna™z/ (&O;<gÈ'n√;IΩ); also: interested /'¤nt˘<˘st˘d/ (&¤ntÈ'<™stÈﬂ), interesting /'¤nt˘<˘st¤˙/ (&¤ntÈ'<™stÈn), subsequently /'såbs˘kwÈntli/ (sÖb'siikwÈntli)˘
<e intonation patterns are shown, with variants, in ˙ 191.1-2. For southern
and western Eire, see Ã 192.
191.15. <e broadest Dublin accent (as shown in ˙ 191.4) has /≤/ (È, ∆|, ≠√|)
(which recalls what happens in New York City): harper /'hA:≤pÈ≤/ (≠'hÄ;p∆, -√), and
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/È:≤/ (É:, ≠Ö:) (with the latter variant most often occurring after /m, p, b÷ f, v÷ w/,
or for the spelling >u≥): stir /'stÈ:≤/ ('stÉ:), word /'wÈ:≤d/ ('wÖ:ﬂ), nurse /'nÈ:≤s/ ('nÖ;s).
Equally peculiar are the diphthongs, as ˙ 191.4 clearly shows: bean /'biin/
(≠'bi;In, ≠≠'biÛ¤n), day /'d™¤/ (≠'dÉ;I), time /'ta™m/ (≠≠'th∏;Im), boy /'bø™ (≠'bå;I)/, town
/'taøn/ (≠'thÉ;¯n), go /'gø¨/ (≠'g◊;P), soon /'suun/ (≠'su;Un, ≠≠'s¯u¨n, ≠≠≠'s1;¯n). As for the
consonants, ¬ § 191.6-13.
˙ 191.4. Broad Dublin accent: typical taxophones.
/È:/ (É:, ≠Ö:)
{often (≠Ö:) +
/m-p-b-f-v-w/
“ for >u≥}
/x, [:/ (Ä)
/A:, X/ (≠Ä:)

/¨, ≠å/ (¨)

/ii/
(≠iI, ≠≠iÛ¤)

/È, ˘/
/™¤/ (≠ÉI)
(È, ∆|, ≠√|)
/aø/ (≠É¯)
/ø:, r:/ (≠¿:) /ø™/ (≠åI)
/Ø, ]/ (≠¿)

/uu/ (≠uU,
≠≠¯u¨, ≠≠≠1¯)
/ø¨/ (≠◊P)
/a™/ (≠≠∏I)

191.16. <ere is also a kind of reﬁned, partially newer, Dublin accent (as shown
in ˙ 191.5), which derives from reactions both to the broadest local accent and to
the so-called ‘Dublin 4' accent. <e latter was typical of one of the most a·uent areas of Dublin (whose postal address is Dublin 4), where the national broadcasting
company –rte– and University College Dublin are located. <at accent, during the
1980's, aimed at avoiding features from the broad Dublin accent, moving away from
them, even though the result was strongly disliked and ridiculed by most people.
<e most typical new features, only partially connected with Dublin 4 ones, are
shown in ˙ 191.5. In addition, we often have /'t, 'd÷ t+, d+/ («, D), /ù/ (4), /t+, t0/ (ö)
(while /t, d/ (Q, Z) are avoided).
Especially young female speakers can have semi-stopped realizations (\ stops
with slightly incomplete closure) for prevocalic /b, d, g/ body˚ go +('ÊØﬂi, 'Ÿ~;¨)˘ We
also ﬁnd /≤/ (≥) (with partially di‡erent rhythmic results, due to ('éé≥), instead of
('é;éq)): car /'kA:≤/ ('khaå≥), ﬂoor /'flr:≤/ ('fløÖ≥), fear /'f¤È≤/ ('fI;≥), ﬁre /'fa™È≤/ ('f¿¤≥)˘
«nally, we have /§/ (ı, ≠7): well /'w™§/ ('w™ı:) ((7) is felt to be ‘insu‚cient').
˙ 191.5. Reﬁned Dublin accent: typical taxophones (including some ≠, +).
/uu/ (+%¯)
/¤/ (≠I)
/™È≤, ™˘</
(≠É‘≥)
/È:≤, ˘:</
(‘‘≥)
/X/ (Äå)

/å/ (≠=, +√)
/ø:ú≤û, r:≤,
+]f-†-s/ (øÖ)
/Ø, ]/ ±(Ø) /aø/ (≠Äû)
/A:{≤}/ (aåú≥û, +A√ú≥û)

/ø¨/ (+È¨)
/ø™/ (+oI)
/a™/ (¿¤)

191.17. A typically recognized Irish kind of voice, frequently, uses both whispery voice >ÖÖ≥ and falsetto >ï≥.

